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ABSTRACT 
GENOCIDE AND THE INDIANS OF CALIFORNIA, 1769-1873 
MAY, 1993 
MARGARET A. FIELD, A.B., HAMILTON COLLEGE 
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT BOSTON 
Directed by: Professor Clive Foss and 
Professor James M. O'Toole 
This study is an effort to determine whether the 
phenomenon of genocide, as defined in the UN Convention on 
Genocide cf 1948, played a distinguishable role in the 
sharp decline of the California Indian population during 
the period 1769 to 1873. Through examination of such 
resources as memoirs, newspaper accounts of the time, 
anthropological and demographic studies, government 
documents, and works on genocide theory, it considers key 
issues of intent and action on the part of the Spanish, 
Mexicans, and Americans who arrived in California during 
the period. 
The evidence indicates that genoc~de of indigenous 
peoples occurred in California in the later years of the 
period under examination, and that its perpetrators were 
primarily miners and settlers who had recently arrived from 
the East. Although genocide was not a primary cause of the 
indigenous population collapse in California, it had a 
decisive impact on the survival of some of the state's 
lV 
Indian groups. Numerous contemporary accounts provide 
details of indiscriminate killing of Indians by American 
settlers. The Indians of California experienced massive 
depopulation when California was ~nder Spanish and Mexican 
authority as well, but the decline cannot be attributed to 
genocide because of a lack of intent and an absence of 
widespread, sustained, one-sided attacks on the part of the 
Spanish and Mexicans. 
v 
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C H A P T E R I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Indians of what is today the state of California, 
like many indigenous groups around the world, experienced a 
sharp population decline following contact with people from 
different lands. Researchers have estimated the Indian 
population of California before the arrival of the Spanish 
m1ssions in 1769 to have been as high as 700,000, although 
the figure most widely accepted today is a m1n1mum of 
310,000. The population declined to about 100,000 in 1849, 
during the Gold Rush, and to about 30,000 in 1870. It 
subsequently reached a nadir of 15,000 to 25,000 during the 
decade 1890-1900. The main cause of indigenous population 
decline in California, as in the rest of the United States, 
is generally considered to have been disease. To varying 
extents throughout the country, however, indigenous groups 
were also subject to violence and destruction of their way 
of life. 1 
Since the UN adopted its Convention on Genocide in 
1948, the term genocide has been applied to the experiences 
of American Indians, as well as to the experiences of other 
indigenous and minority populations. The Convention 
defines genocide as specific acts committed with intent to 
destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnic, racial, 
or religious group. Acts of ethnocide, defined as 
1 
deliberate and systematic attempts to destroy a group's 
culture, religion, or ethnic identity, can be interrelated 
with genocide. 
Some who have written about American Indians view the 
plight of indigenous peoples as a mass genocide starting 
with the first European contact. Other authors single out 
specific segments of the Indian population as victims of 
genocide, while still others either raise the subject to 
dismiss it or do not refer to it at all when discussing 
American Indian population decline. In the 1990 standard 
work The History and Sociology of Genocide: Analyses and 
Case Studies, Frank Chalk and Kurt Jonassohn devote two 
chapters to the experiences of the Indians of the Americas. 
They write: 
The part played by genocide in the destruction and 
crippling of so many societies spread over a vast area 
and colonized by settlers of many different 
nationalities and social systems is complex and still 
poorly understood. The opinion of many experts is that 
genocide was one of five major factors that undermined 
Indian civilizations; the others were disease, warfare, 
geographic removals and relocati~ns, and the 
destruction of traditional ways.~ 
Several authors have used the term genocide in 
relation to experiences of the Indians of California. 3 So 
far, however, little effort has been directed at examining 
precisely how the experiences of California Indian groups 
can be identified as genocide using a specific definition, 
as expressed in the 1948 UN convention. In their work, 
Chalk and Jonassohn briefly discuss the case of the Yuki 
2 
Indians o f the Round Valley reservation in northern 
California, describing it as a government sanctioned 
genocide. While Chalk and Jonassohn consider specific acts 
that indicate genocidal intent, ot her writ ers view genocide 
1n a more general way . In an article in The Indian 
Hist orian, William E . Co ffer reco unt s e vents o f the 19th 
century and writes , "In 1975, the genocidal treatment o f 
the Ca lifornia Indian con tinues."4 
In contrast, Albert L. Hur tado, like other writers who 
f ocus on Indian resis tanc e and s ur vival , expresses 
skept ici sm about applying the label t o the experiences of 
the Indians of Calif orni a. In Indian Survival on the 
Ca l ifornia Fro nt ier, Hurtado discusses popul ation studies 
of t h e Ca l i forni a Indians conducted by Sherburne F. Cook 
and wonders wh y later write rs have not questioned 
portraya l s o f Ca l if orni a Indians as passi ve vi c tims: 
"Ins tead, subsequent writer s have a cc epted [Cook ' s] 
a nal ys i s and con c entrated on the grosses t as pects o f 
popul ation dec line. Indeed, two recent books use t he word 
genocide in their titles. " 5 
There is a need to review evidence of the particula r 
experiences of Indian groups in an effort to put genoc ide, 
along with ethnoc i de, in to per spect ive when c onsidering the 
impact of migra tion and co l onization on ind igenous peoples . 
Blanket st atement s tha t all American Indians, or even al l 
Ca l ifornia I ndians, were v i ct ims of genocide represent 
3 
extreme views; distinctions are necessary if the concept of 
genocide is to have any value as a tool in efforts to 
comprehend the past. In the other extreme, assertions that 
genocide or mass killings were not significant factors in 
American Indian population decline are also not very 
helpful. The American Indian experience, though complex 
and diverse, presents many parallels to the experiences of 
other populations that have declined following contact with 
outsiders. Consideration of the impact of genocide in 
specific cases is of significant value in understanding 
both the phenomenon of genocide itself and what happened in 
a particular place and time. 
This study is an effort to determine whether genocide 
played a distinguishable role in the population decline of 
the Indians of California. Specifically, I examine the 
purposes behind interactions with the Indians on the part 
of Spanish missionaries and soldiers, Mexican settlers and 
the Mexican military, and U.S. settlers, government 
officials, and the army, as well as the implications of 
their respective goals. 
These issues are explored through examination of 
memoirs, such as those of explorers, trappers, and 
missionaries; Indian histories; anthropological studies of 
California Indian groups; contemporary newspaper accounts; 
government documents, including reports from federal Indian 
agents in the West and Congressional debates regarding the 
4 
conditions of the Indians; population assessments and 
studies of assessment methods; works on genocide theory; 
and records of Indian policy elsewhere in the United 
States. 
The Indian experience varied considerably according to 
the people the Indians encountered and the type of land the 
Indians inhabited and its value to outsiders. Spanish 
missionaries, who settled mainly in coastal areas of 
California, sought to gain and maintain converts, but 
portrayals of the Franciscans as benevolent toward the 
California Indians have been the subject of much debate in 
recent years. 6 Indians living near missions and ranchos 
who stole cattle or horses were subject to swift 
retribution from Spanish and Mexican settlers.' The 
arrival of white settlers from the east following the 
discovery of gold in northern California in 1848 
represented, according to many accounts, the most direct 
physical encounter between the Indians and outsiders. 
These later conflicts, which generally occurred in areas 
with diverse Indian populations, had a clear economic 
nature: the Indians posed an obstacle to white land use 
(see Figure 1, p. 6). 3 
Numerous questions that interrelate genocide theory, 
U.S. history, and cultural anthropology have not been 
addressed in regard to the experiences of the Indians of 
California. Amid the current emotionally charged debate on 
5 
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Key to Tribal Territories 
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the consequences of European exploration of the Western 
Hemisphere initiated 500 years ago , an examination of what 
occurred from the arrival of the Spanish in Alta California 
in 1769 to the conclusion o f the last great armed conflict 
between the Indians and whites in California--the Modoc 
Wars in northern California--in 1873 can serve to 
illuminate at least part of the picture. 
1.Sherburne F . Cook, The Population of the California 
Indians, 1769-1970 ( Berkeley , 1976 ), pp . 69-71, and 
"Historical Demography," in Robert F. Heizer, ed., Handbook 
of North American Indians (Washington, D.C., 1978), pp. 91-
93; Stephen Powers , Tribes of California (Berkeley, 1976 
(reprint of 1877 edition) ), p. 416. 
2. Frank Chalk and Kurt Jonassohn, The History and Sociology 
of Genocide: Analyses and Case Studies ( New Haven, 1990 ), 
p. 176. 
3 . Lynwood Carranco and Estle Beard, Genocide and Vendetta: 
The Round Valley Wars of Northern Califo rnia ( Norman , Okla., 
1981 ); William E. Coffer, "Genoc ide of the Californi a 
Indian , " The Indian Historian 10(1977 ) :8-15 ; Rupert Coste and 
Jeanette Henry Costa , eds ., The Missions of California: A 
Legacy of Genocide ( San Franc isco , 1987) ; Jack Norton, ~ 
Our Horld's Cried: Genoc ide in Northwestern California (San 
Francisco, 1979) ; Russell Thornton, American Indian Holocaust 
and Survival: A Population History Since 1492 (Norman, 
Okla., 1987). 
4 . Coffer, p. 13. Also on genocide and colonization, Jean-
Paul Sartre, ,.On Genocide," Ramparts (February 1968), pp. 37-
42 . 
S . Albert L. Hurtado , Indian Survival on the California 
Frontier (New Haven, 1988 ), p. 3. 
6.Costo and Casto; Carey McWilliams , Southern California 
Count ry : An Island on the Land (New York, 1946), p. 29; 
James A. Sandos, "Junipero Serra's Canonization and the 
Historical Record," American Historical Review 93 ( December 
1988 ) , pp. 1253-69. 
7 
7 . John c. Ewer-s, ed. Adventures of Zenas Leonard, Fur 
Traooer (Norman, Okla . , 1984); Sherburne F . Cook, ~ 
Conflict Between the California Indian and White Civilization 
(Berkeley, 1976), p. 201; George Harwood Phillips, Chiefs 
and Challengers: Indian Resistance and Cooperation in 
Southern California ( Berkeley, 1975) pp . 40-47 ; Robert F. 
Heizer and Alan F. Almquist, The Other Californians: 
Prejudice and Discrimination Under Spain, Mexico, and the 
United States to 1920 (Berkeley, 1971), p. 18. 
S.Cook 1976a, p. 257. 
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C H A P T E R I! 
POPULATION ESTIMATES 
Researchers have used a variety of methods over the 
years to estimate the population of Native Americans in 
North America, the United States, and California before 
contact with Europeans in an effort to determine the 
magnitude of indigenous population decline. There is 
little consensus on the subject. In a 1992 essay, 
historian John D. Daniels reviewed methods of calculating 
aboriginal population in North America and conc l uded: 
More than a century of debate has produced neither 
generally accepted population estimates nor consensus 
on the methods of obtaining them. The majority of 
current investigators reject the extremely low figures 
of the early bottom-up sfhool ; beyond that point , 
little agreement exists. 
The "bottom-up" school, which according to Daniels has 
fallen out of favor , refers to a method of estimating 
population that rejects all forms of inference except 
simple analogy. A brief overview provides some familiari t y 
with the sources and techniques that have been used by the 
major contributors to the study of Native American 
demographics before contact. 
In 1910, Smithsonian Institution anthropologist James 
Mooney estimated that the aboriginal population of North 
Ameri c a was nearly 1 . 15 million ( 846 , 000 in the United 
States) , a figure that in 1928 he revised upward to 1 . 153 
million. For his estimates , Mooney relied on an 
9 
ethnohistorical approach, considering information derived 
from the observations of early European explorers, the 
timing and severity of epidemics, and family size and 
structure. He said that about 403,000 American Indians 
remained at the time of his writing, representing a 65 
percent decline. 2 In a 1976 essay, Smithsonian Institution 
anthropologist Douglas H. Ubelaker notes that Mooney 
deliberately favored conservative estimates, and suggests 
that Mooney's aboriginal estimate represents a minimum when 
the actual number could in fact be much higher. 3 
In 1934, anthropologist Alfred L. Kroeber relied on 
Mooney's assessment, except for Mooney's estimate of the 
California population, to arrive at a figure of 900,000 
Native Americans north of the Rio Grande before contact. 
Kroeber had reconsidered the number of indigenous 
Californians using a tribe-by-tribe assessment o f his own. 4 
In 1966, anthropologist Henry F. Dobyns presented a 
sharply divergent assessment by working back from a low-
point population and inferring from studies of carrying 
capacity. Dobyns used a ratio method to project the 
precontact population based on a nadir population of 
490,000 North American Indians in 1930 , and presented a 
North American aboriginal estimate of between 9 , 800,000 and 
12,250,000. 5 In 1983, Dobyns used a Malthusian analysis of 
food resource potential to revise his figures upward even 
further , estimating an aboriginal population of 
10 
approximately 18 million Native Americans in North 
America. 6 
In 1987, sociologist Russell Thornton used Dobyns's 
ratio method, but on a lower nadir population (250,000 in 
the United States in 1890-1900 and 101,000 in Canada in 
1906), to arrive at an estimated 1492 population of more 
than 7 million north of Mexico, with more than 5 million of 
~ 
those in the United States. 1 In the same year, Anne F. 
Ramenofsky estimated a North American aboriginal population 
of around 12 million based on archaeological evidence. 8 A 
year later, Ubelaker, who continued to adhere to the 
bottom-up approach even as the school carne under attack, 
suggested a North American estimate of 1,894,350 indigenous 
persons for the year 1500 based on tribe-by-tribe estimates 
compiled in the 1978 Smithsonian Institution Handbook of 
North American Indians. 9 According to Ubelaker, by about 
1900 the North American Indian population had been reduced 
to approximately 530,000, constituting a decline of 72 
percent. Ubelaker estimates that the California indigenous 
population suffered the greatest reduction, from 221,100 , 
which he estimates as the precontact population, to a nadir 
1 ~ 
of 10,000 in 1940, amounting to a 95 percent drop.~~ 
An early assessment of the precontact indigenous 
population in California came from journalist Stephen 
Powers, who in 1877 put the number of Indians at 700,000. 
Powers based his estimate on observations of subsistence 
11 
patterns and food supply. 11 In a 1905 essay, c. Hart 
Merriam presented findings based on records from 
California's Franciscan missions and his observations of 
available food supply. Merriam estimated that the 
indigenous population of California was much less--260,000 
at the time of discovery. 12 Twenty years later, Kroeber 
estimated the state's precontact population at 133,000, a 
total derived from his calculations of individual tribes 
and dialect groups.l3 
In 1943, Sherburne F. Cook, whose work on the 
California Indian population is generally accepted as the 
most thorough to date, estimated the state's precontact 
population at 133,550 using essentially the same sources as 
Kroeber. However, in a volume published after his 1974 
death, he revised his estimate to 310,000 following further 
examination of records and archaeological evidence in four 
regions of California (see Figure 2, p. 13).l4 
Cook estimates that the California Indian population 
in 1845, before the discovery of gold, had fallen to 
150,000, and that it subsequently fell to about 100,000 by 
1850, a year after the Gold Rush began. Five years later, 
when mining activity was at its peak, there were no more 
than 50,000 California Indians, he states, noting: "Seldom 
has a native race been subjected to such a catastrophic 
decimation. ulS According to Cook, the Ca 1 if orni a Indian 
population was between 20,000 and 25,000 in the decade 
12 
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a. C'.Dolc I~; d. Cook 1955; b,c.e.f.g. Cook J974a; h. author's estimate. 
Estimated aboriginal population by regional subdivision; 
total is 310,000 ± 30,000. 
Figure 2 (Cook 1978, p. 91) 
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1890-1900. The U.S. census shows 16,624 in 1890 and 15,377 
in 1900, but Cook asserts that official recording missed 
many Indians. Since the turn of the century, the 
population has been increasing.l6 
In his examination of methods that have been employed 
to determine North America's aboriginal population, Daniels 
groups such population studies into three broad schools of 
thought: "bottom up" (e.g., Mooney, Kroeber, and 
Ubelaker), "area modeling" (Cook), and "top down" (Dobyns, 
Thornton). Daniels distinguishes among the three 
approaches through the types of evidence accepted by 
adherents of each method. The bottom-up approach admits 
only direct primary evidence and rejects all forms of 
inference except simple analogy; estimates from this school 
for the aboriginal North American population tend to be 
low, in the l million to 2 million range. Area modelers 
accept indirect evidence, simple inference, and simple 
analogy if used cautiously, and they oppose Mooney and 
Kroeber's frequent discounting of primary written evidence. 
Moreover, they often increase estimates from direct 
evidence on the grounds that disease caused underreporting. 
Their North American estimates commonly range from 3 
million to 5 million. Top downers, meanwhile, are 
recognized by their use of a depopulation ratio, based on a 
hemispheric calculation. They favor complex procedures, 
14 
such as carrying capacity, over simple analogy. Their 
estimates range from 7 million to 18 million. 
Daniels states that a survey of 10 current textbooks 
shows that five have essentially adopted Dobyns's 1966 
estimate, and that the approach of the top downers 
currently predominates. He notes, however, that top 
downers have expanded the use of inference compared to its 
role in previous efforts/ and observes that some critics 
have expressed doubts about Dobyns's use of 1 7 sources."· 
For the California Indian population, the generally 
accepted figures are a precontact population of about 
300,000 and a nadir population of about 20,000 around the 
; Q year 1900.-v Cook remains the most important and 
influential 20th century scholar on California Indian 
population history, and there has been no substantial 
revision of figures based on his research.l 9 
1.John D. Daniels, "The Indian Population of North America 
in 1492," William and Mary Quarterly 49:320. 
2.James Mooney, "Population," in Frederick W. Hodge, ed., 
Handbook of American Indians North of Mexico, vol. 2, (New 
York, 1971) p. 287; Douglas H. Ubelaker, "The Sources and 
Methodology for Mooney's Estimates of North American Indian 
Populations," in William M. Denevan, ed., The Native 
Population of the Americas in 1492 (Madison, 1976), pp. 
243-288. 
3.Ubelaker 1976, p. 287. 
4.Alfred L. Kroeber, "Native American Population," American 
Anthropologist 36:24. 
5.Henry F. Dobyns, "Estimating Aboriginal American 
Population: An Appraisal of Techniques with a New 
Hemisphere Estimate~" Current Anthropology 7:415. 
15 
6.Henry F. Dobyns and William R. Swagerty, Their Number 
Become Thinned: Natiye American Population Dynamics in 
Eastern North America (Knoxville, 1983), pp. 34-44, 291-
295. 
?.Thornton, pp. 30-31. 
8.Anne F. Ramenofsky, Vectors of Death: The Archaeology of 
European Contact (Albuquerque, 1987), pp. 160-162, 173-176. 
9.Douglas H. Ubelaker, "North American Indian Population 
Size, A.D. 1500-1985," American Journal of Physical 
AnthroPology 77:289. 
10.Ubelaker 1988, pp. 291, 293. 
11.Powers, p. 416. 
12.C. Hart Merriam, "The Indian Population of California," 
American Anthropologist 7:598. 
13.Alfred L. Kroeber, Handbook of the Indians of California 
(Berkeley, 1925) p. 882. 
14.Cook 1976b, p. 43. 
15.Cook 1976b, p. 44. 
16.Cook 1976b, pp. 70-71. 
17.Daniels, pp. 310-318. 
18.Thornton, p. 109. 
19.Hurtado 1988, pp. 1-2. 
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C H A P T E R III 
GENOCIDE THEORY 
Calculation of the magnitude of indigenous population 
loss following contact with outsiders remains a subject of 
much debate, but the devastating impact on the indigenous 
population is irrefutable. Russell Thornton notes that, 
based on fundamental demographic principles, the Native 
American decline resulted both from increases in death 
rates and from decreases in birth rates, "but it is clear 
that the increased death rates were of primary 
importance."· 
In 1910, James Mooney presented a brief assessment of 
the main causes of American Indian population decline , in 
order of significance, as 
smallpox and other epidemics; tuberculosis ; 
sexual diseases; whisky and attendant 
dissipations; removals , starvation and subjection 
to unaccustomed conditions; low vitality ~ue to 
mental depression under misfortune; wars .~ 
Mooney stated that all but wars and tuberculosis could be 
considered to have come from the white man, while "the 
increasing destructiveness of tuberculosis itself is due 
largely to conditions consequent upon his advent." 3 
The adoption by the United Nations General Assembly on 
December 9 , 1948, of the Convention on the Prevention and 
Punishment of the Crime of Genocide provided a new way of 
thinking about the experiences of indigenous peoples and 
17 
I 
minority populations. The convention provided a label for 
the phenomenon, found through history, of violence against 
groups. Researchers in many fields have since used the 
term genocide, some more convincingly than others, to 
' describe a wide range of situations.' 
In 1987, Thornton argued that while Mooney's ranking 
of the causes of American Indian population decline was 
basically correct, genocide--a term not available to Mooney 
in 1910--must be added to the list. 5 Thornton writes that, 
for the period 1492 to 1890 1900, European contact and 
colonization resulted in increased Native American death 
rates through introduced disease, including alcoholism; 
warfare and genocide; geographical removal and relocation; 
and destruction of ways of life, such as disruption of 
subsistence patterns. He notes that some causes were more 
important for certain tribes than others, while introduced 
disease was the single most important factor overall.' 
The quincentenary of Columbus's voyage to the New 
World has elicited a great deal of opinion on the impact of 
European expansion on indigenous peoples, and the term 
genocide frequently has been invoked in the debate. For 
example, in an essay reviewing Ramenofsky's archaeological 
study of precontact American Indian population, Ezra Zubrow 
remarked: "Viewed from this side of the 'pond,' 
[Columbus's] arrival brought into being a mass genocide 
which was the worst the world has known."' 
18 
f j 
Other writers, for different purposes, have balked at 
such uses of the term. Some who object do so in defense of 
European expansion, while others emphasize Indian 
resistance and dispute portrayals of American Indians as 
passive victims . 3 Between the two extremes is the idea 
that genocide was one of many factors t hat c ontributed to 
the decline of the indigenous Americans . 
Because the Indian experience in the Americas is so 
complex, assessment of the impact of genocide on Native 
Ame r i cans needs t o be addressed in a case-by-case manner. 
An examinati on of the UN Convention on Genocide provides a 
starting point for determining the prope r application of 
the term in the case of the Indians of California for the 
period 1769-1873. 
Genocide is defined as 
any of the following acts committed with i n t ent 
to destroy, in whole or in part , a national , 
ethni c al , racial or religious groups as such : 
a ) Killing members of the group; 
b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to 
member s of the group; 
c) Deliberately inflicting on the group 
conditions of life calculated to bring ab out its 
physical destruction in whole or in part; 
d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births 
within the groups; 
e ) Forcibly transferr ing ch i ldren of the g roup 
to another group. 
The convention declares that genocide , "whe t her committed 
in time of peace or in time of war, i s a crime under 
international law which [the contracting parties] undertake 
19 
to prevent and punish."' Thus, under the UN convention, 
the key factors in determining whether genocide occurred 
are the types of acts and the intent to destroy members of 
a specified group. 
Critics of the UN definition suggest that the 
convention could be more inclusive in some areas and more 
'-'\ 
exclusive in others.-· In Genocide and Human Rights: A 
Global Anthology, Jack Nusan Porter, the volume's editor, 
argues that his own definition of genocide includes the 
deliberate extermination of political and sexual groups; 
another important author on the subject, Leo Kuper, also 
favors the inclusion of political groups in the 
convention. ' Chalk and Jonassohn deem the convention 
flawed for a number of reasons, including the exclusion of 
the deliberate annihilation of political groups and social 
classes. They acknowledge that scholars who have noted the 
flaws continue to use the UN definition in deference ''to 
the fact that the UN definition is the only internationally 
recognized definition of genocide." Still, they reject the 
UN convention in favor of a restrictive definition of their 
own designed to limit application of the term to the most 
extreme cases of mass killing. Chalk and Jonassohn urge 
wider use of the term ethnocide for cases ''in which a group 
disappea::s without mass killing."--
The objections of the critics discussed above arise 
largecy from their views that the convention is inadequate 
20 
for consideration of 20 th century cases. However, the 
convention is adequate for the purposes of the curren t 
study : it presents the essential components of genocide 
and , as Chalk and Jonassohn noted, it is as close to a 
standard definition as exists in current scholarly writing. 
Present ed with the facts of mass death in all its 
horrifying details, it is not unreas ona ble to feel 
repugnance at efforts aimed at labeling , quantify ing , 
making distinct ions , and otherwise anal yzing the precise 
natu re of such events . The distinctions are necessary , 
however, to gain a bett er understanding of such events, and 
t o make sure that they are not written off and fo r g otten. 
l .Thorn t on, p. 43. 
2.Mooney, p. 286 . 
3.Mooney, p. 286. 
4.For discussion of uses and misuses of the term genocide, 
see Jack Nusan Porter , Genocide and Human Rights: A Global 
Anthology (Lanham, Md. , 198 2), pp. 7-12 ; Chalk and 
Jonassohn, p. 3. 
S . Thornton, p. 44. 
6.Thornton, pp. 43-53 . 
?.Ezra Zubrow, "The Depopulation of Native America," 
Antiquity 64:754-65. 
8.Brian Dippie, The Vanishing Ameri c an : White Att i tudes 
and U.S. Indian Policy (Middlet own , 1 982 ), p . 39-40; 
Hurtado 1988, p. 3 . 
9.United Nati ons , Convention on the Prev enti on and 
Pun ishment of t he Crime of Genocide ( New Yo rk , 199 1 ), 
p. 13 - 14. 
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lO.The controversies surrounding the drafting of the UN 
Convention on Genocide (for example, Soviet objections to 
the inclusion of political groups as a protected category) 
that ultimately influenced its final form are discussed in 
Leo Kuper, Genocide: Its Political Use in the Twentieth 
Century (New Haven, 1981), pp. 24-39, and in Chalk and 
Jonassohn, pp. 8-12, 21. 
ll.Porter, p. 8; Kuper, p. 39. 
12.Chalk and Jonassohn, pp. 11, 23. 
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C H A P T E R IV 
Spanish period, 1769-1821 
The California Indian population began to decline 
sharply after the arrival of Spanish Franciscan 
missionaries from Baja California in 1769. The 21 missions 
established by the Spanish along the Alta California coast 
had a total Indian population of about 54,000 for the 
period ending with mission secularization, in 1834 (see 
Figure 3, p. 24).' Between 1770 and 1830, the California 
Indian population is estimated to have fallen from 310,000 
to about 245,000.~ 
When the missionaries settled in an area, they 
attempted to attract voluntary converts from the local 
Indian population through gifts of trinkets or inducements 
of food, clothing, or shelter. 3 In his 1913 work 
Zephyrin 
Engelhardt, a Franciscan, compiled accounts of the Indian 
population recorded by priests and travelers. According to 
Engelhardt, ''All accounts agreed in representing the native 
of California as among the most stupid, brutish, filthy, 
f . ··4 lazy and most improvident of the aborigines o Amer1ca. 
Engelhardt also wrote that the Indians were people 
without religion, without government or laws . . who 
busied themselves about nothing, thought of nothing, 
cared for nothing, save how to fill their stomachs 
. This made it extremely difficult for the 
missionaries to convey the lofty ideas concerning the 




Missions established in Alta California: a, San Diego de 
Alcala, 1769: b, San Carlos Borromeo (Carmel), 1770; c, San 
Antonio de Padua, d, San Gabriel, 1771; e, San Luis Obispo de 
Tolosa, 1772; f, San Francisco de Asis (Dolores), g, San Juan 
Capistrano, 1776; h, Santa Clara, 1777; i, San Buenaventura 
(Ventura), 1782; j, Santa Barbara, 1786; k, de la Purisima 
Concepcion, 1787; l, Santa Cruz, m, de la Soledad, 1791; n, San 
Migue~ 1796; o, San Juan Bautista, p, San Jose, q, San Fernando 
Rey de Espana, 1797; r, San Luis Rey de Francia, 1798; s, Santa 
Ines (Ynez), 1804; t, San Rafael, 1817; u, San Francisco Solano 
(Sonoma), 1823 (Bowman 1965). 
Figure 3 (Castillo 1978, p. 100) 
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He quotes mission friar Francisco Palou, who observed: 
''Some superstitions and foolish practices were discovered 
among the Indians, and among the old men some ridiculous 
tales, but they were easily disillusioned."' 
According to Engelhardt, the main purpose of the 
mission was to teach the Indians a higher level of 
existence through the worship of God, and the only way to 
teach them was to keep them at the missions. Once an 
Indian had been baptized, he or she was not permitted to 
return to "wild and immoral life; because they bore the 
indelible mark of a Christian upon the soul which it was 
not allowed to desecrate."7 Moreover, an Indian who 
deserted the mission was a traitor to Christianity and 
posed a threat to the mission's safety. Thus/ fugitives 
from the missions were tracked down and returned. Indians 
who left a mission were considered fugitives for as long as 
two years, after which they were dropped from the records.~ 
Indians were congregated in and around the missions, 
where they raised crops, tended to animals, and performed 
such other tasks as spinning wool, smithing, and soap and 
tallow making.h Sherburne F. Cook noted that the mission 
Indians' diet consisted mainly of grains, beef, and any 
traditional wild food that they gathered on their own, such 
as acorns, seeds, grasses, and insects. He concluded that 
while it cannot be said that starvation directly caused 
population decline among Indians in the missions, 
it does not appear that the neophytes universally and 
consistently received entirely adequate and 
nutritionally complete food. The tremendous incidence 
of disease, especially continuous, nonepidemic 
disease, suggests a level of nutrition probably 
insufficient for ordinary maintenance and certainly 
below the optimum necessAry to provide a high 
resistance to infection.·' 
Cook also asserts that the missions provided an 
atmosphere conducive to the spread of disease by 
aggregating the Indians in communities of as many as 1,000 
to 2,000 people when they were accustomed to living in 
groups with less than 100 members. Diseases introduced by 
the Europeans thus spread rapidly among the Indians as they 
~orkedl and slept in common areas.-:.. 
On the subJect of violence as a cause of Indian 
population decline in the ~issions, Cook concludes that its 
role was negligible. ''Certain uprisings did occur and 
various recalcitrants, rebels, or criminals perished in 
fighting or by execution, but armed conflict on a large 
scale did not enter the picture," he wrote.~• 
Although the issue of physical conflict during the 
mission period remains the subject of much debate, the 
Franciscan friars' goal of spiritual conquest is obvious 
and deliberate. Cook finds evidence that the mission 
Indian shamans treated the sick and conducted traditional 
rites while in the missions. This was prohibited by the 
mission priests, who considered such rituals witchcraft or 
sorcery. In some cases, though, rituals that were judged 
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by the missionaries as not conflicting with Catholic 
teachings were allowed. The ability of California Indians 
to adopt and modify Christianity and incorporate it into 
"their own manner of thought" is judged an adaptational 
success by Cook in the sense that Christianity was added 
•• to, not entirely substituted for, Indian beliefs."' 
In the later mission period, the number of Indian 
~ugitives increased, a trend that Cook described as part of 
a ''vicious circle." Fugitive Indians who were punished for 
escaping generated dissent among Indians in the mission, 
prompting further punishment from soldiers and clergy 
attempting to maintain control. According to Cook, an 
estimated total of 10 percent of the mission Indian 
population became fugitives, and both clerical and secular 
authorities were worried about the problem. By 1818, in an 
attempt to stem the flow from the missions, laws were 
enacted by Spanish authorities that prohibited Indians from 
riding on horseback.:: 
Meanwhile, in the period 1790-1800, priests 
accompanied by soldiers ventured farther from the missions 
in search of converts as local village populations became 
converted or left the coastal area. Cook suggests that the 
soldiers who accompanied the priests were jealous of the 
~issions and were perfectly willing to use force for 
political power. 
As time went on, friction between wild Indians and 
whites increased, until toward the end of the mission 
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period, all pretense of voluntary conversion was 
discarded, and expeditions into the interior were 
frankly for the puF2ose of military subjugation and 
forced conversion. 10 
In 1795, Governor Borica wrote that guards would be 
provided to the missionaries to confess or baptize Indians 
who were unable to get to the missions, but ''never to 
c 't' b ll ' .,1" capture LU9l-lves or a ove a gent1les. -• Engelhardt 
includes reports of abuses, but he dismisses them. In one 
case he blames a report of abuse on a demented friar; 
elsewhere he insists that the Indians who claimed abuses 
were lying. Moreover, Engelhardt asserts that Governor 
Borica r-ecor:wner1ded missionary expeditions to collect and 
punish runaways.--" 
The accounts of Catholic mission activity in Alta 
California discussed above fit a general pattern of 
established by Spanish and Portuguese missionaries 
throughout the world as summarized by C.R. Boxer in The 
Church Militant and Iberian Expansion, 1440-1770: 
The conviction that once people had been baptized and 
converted, they had become practising Roman Catholics 
in whom no backsliding or reneging on faith could be 
tolerated, irrespective of the means used in their 
conversion, naturally led to serious abuses. Although 
the teachings of the Church on the whole explicitly 
condemned the use of force to obtain converts, 
forceful methods were often employed and were 
justified by recourse to the biblical precept, compele 
eos entrare, "compel them to come in" (Luke 14:16-24) . 
. Deprived of their priests, mullahs, shamans, or 
witchdoctors, as the case may be, and unable openly to 
practice the rites and ceremonies of their ancestral 
faiths, a cultural or religious vacuum was created in 
the subjugated indigenous communities. This vacuum 
could only be filled by conversion to Roman 
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Catholicism, or by secretly practici~g some form of 
more or less syncretic Christianity. 1 
The motives of the Spanish in missionization and the 
treatment of the Indians under Spanish authority have been 
the focus of much discussion in literature on this period 
in California history, and recent debate over the proposed 
canonization of California mission system founder Junipero 
Serra has heightened the controversy. In a 1987 response 
to the c anonization campaign, The Missions of California: 
A Legacy of Genocide, Rupert Casto and Jeannette Henry 
Casto include assertions that the Franciscan friars, and 
Serra in particular , are among parties responsible for 
genocide of the California Indian peoples. 
Although many early portrayals of the California 
missions depicted idyllic communities of contented Indian 
workers, reports of rebellions indicate that, at the very 
least, some portion of the native population was unwilling 
to comply with the missionaries and had to be coerced into 
mission life. Rebellions and attacks were recorded at a 
number of missions , including at San Diego in 1775, on the 
Colorado River in 1781, at Mission San Gabriel in 1785, 
again in San Diego in 1786, and at San Luis Obispo in 
1794. 20 Writing in the Smithsonian Handbook, Edward D. 
~ Castillo, a Luiseno Indian, notes sporadic violent 
opposition, but says that nonviolent or passive resistan ce 
was more prevalent and of much greater significance: 
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''Reports of fugitivism from the missions occurred 1n each 
mission for every year until secularization." 21 
Reasons cited by some recaptured Indians as causes for 
attempting to flee the missions (as recorded by 
missionaries) include ''His wife and son had run away to 
their country, and at the mission he was beaten a great 
deal," and "They made him work all day without giving him 
or his family anything to eat. Then, when he went out one 
day to find food, Father Danti flogged him."-- Reports of 
coercion and corporal punishment reproduced in Cook's work 
are cited by some as proof that California Indians were 
victims of cruelty under the mission priests. On the other 
hand, Cook's work has been criticized by Catholic 
historians -notably Francis F. Guest, O.F.M. -and others 
who assert that the missions had an enlightening effect o~ 
the population and that harsh policies of the mission 
friars, such as the use of flogging as a method of 
punishment, ought to be judged by 18th century standards, 
not the norms of the 20th century.:! 
Castillo discusses the motives of the missionaries in 
the context of the Spanish encomienda system of the period, 
which involved the requirement of Indian Iaber for the 
benefit of various Spanish citizens, and he describes the 
institution as 
a variation of the feudal-manorial labor system. This 
encomienda system along with Christianization would 
ultimately absorb the Indian into Spanish colonial 
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society--at its lowest Jevels--and consolidate Spanish 
control over territory.· 4 
A similar assessment of the Spanish view of the Indian is 
offered by historian Woodrow W. Borah, an associate of 
Cook: 
There was no intention of driving out the Indians or 
destroying them. Rather, they were to become part of 
a new social structure as the lower class, furnishing 
labor and services to the people from Mexico, but also 
living in their own set\lements under the guidance of 
Christian missionaries.~~ 
Borah sees the intentions of the Franciscan missionaries ln 
California as essentially benevolent/ despite t i1 
reliance on coercion. According to Borah, both the 
missionaries and the Spanish civil population saw the 
Indians as an integral part of society. He asserts that 
''The radians were not being discriminated against as 
Indians; they were simply being given the same treatment 
that lower classes elsewhere received."" 
Castillo, by contrast, emphasizes an underlying 
malevolence on the part of the colonizers: 
The Spanish colonization scheme for Alta California 
rested upon a total contempt for culture and human and 
property rights of the Indians. Careful examination 
of this little-known and poorly understood period of 
Indian-white conflict clearly demonstrates a 
widespread dissatisfaction with mission life and 
colonial authority. No reasonable person can argue 
that the California Indians in any way benefited from 
a colonization scheme that confiscated their land and 
resources; uprooted entire villages; forced them to 
migrate to feudalistic mendicant estates on the coast; 
subjected them to daily floggings, forced labor, and 
wholesale sexual assaults on their wives and 
daughters, and resulted in deaths QJ thousands of 
innocent men, women, and children.· 
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Asserting that the mission friars had benevolent 
intentions, as Borah does, does not necessarily imply that 
the Indians must have benefited from the missions, however. 
Clearly, the arrival of the Spanish proved devastating to 
California's aboriginal population, but Castillo appears to 
be indicting the Catholic church's overall endeavor to 
convert non-Christians, rather than assessing activities 
specific to the California missions. As Borah observes, 
the Spanish applied the same approach to populations 1n 
other parts of the world. Rather than being si~gled out 
for discrimination or persecution by the Spanish because 
they were Native Americans, the California Indians suffered 
as a consequence of having the misfortune to be non-
Chris~~aG2 whc happened to live in the path of Spanish 
expansion efforts. 
World War II and the origination of the term genocide 
have influenced discussion of the Spanish period 
experiences of the California Indians. In a 1946 history 
of Southern California, Carey McWilliams wrote, ''With the 
best theological intentions in the world. the Franciscan 
padres eliminated Indians with the effectiveness of Nazis 
.. 
t < ... .... ' " J opera 1ng concenLraLlOn camps. - According to McWilliams, 
contact with the Spanish was harder on the California 
Indian than the Indians of Central and South America: 
When the Spanish system of co onization [based on the 
mlSSlon, pueblo, and presidio was applied in 
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California, it had to be modified in a number of 
respects. Since California Indians did not live in 
large and stable communities, it was impossible to 
bring the faith to them; they had to be brought to the 
faith. The process of removing the Indians from their 
small rancherias and herding them into well-guarded 
Hission compounds resuJ_ted in the complete disruption 
of the native culture. ' 
Borah concurs, saying that native economy, much of native 
social structure, and native government could remain intact 
in Hexico, whereas the diversity of the California Indian 
population, its limited social stratification and political 
organization, and nonagricultural technology necessitated 
');(\ 
sweeping changes when the Spanish arrived to colonize."" 
Assertions that the devastating effect the missions 
had on the native California population constitutes 
genocide often link the mission experience with later 
contact. In an essay in The Missions of California: A 
Legacy of Genocide, historian Jack No~to~, a Native 
American, writes, "The genocide that was missionization by 
the Spanish and the terror of manifest destiny of the 
Americans flows from the assumed superiority of the white 
race over all others. n]l In the same volume, the editors 
write: ''Patterns of genocide were laid down early in 
California with the missions, then the Mexicans, and 
continued with the American Gold Rush in the North." 32 
Thus, the range of opinion on the Spanish period in 
California is diverse. Researchers differ in the extent to 
which they are willing to judge the purposes of Spanish 
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colonizers in California and whether they are willing to 
blame the disastrous impact contact had on the Indian 
population on individuals or institutions. 
Contact between European and native cultures occurred 
in California at this time outside of the Spanish 
missionaries' sphere of influence, providing an interesting 
contrast. While the Spanish built missions from the south 
along the California coast, Russians employed by the 
Russian American Company were establishing relations with 
the Kashaya Porno Indians on the Sonoma coast north of San 
Francisco. Their approach to the Indians is frequently 
contrasted with the Spanish approach to Indians to the 
south. The Russians at Fort Ross are depicted as having 
treated the Indians of the region fairly, as people valued 
for: their assistance in a commercial venture.,, The 
efforts of the Russians to forge friendly relations with 
the Kashaya are attributed to the realization by the 
Russians that they needed allies against Spanish 
encroachment from the south. In an examination of the 1817 
treaty between the Russian American Company and the 
Kashaya, Diane Spencer-Hancock and William E. Pritchard 
credit Russian Commandant Kuskov with setting the tone. 
They say Kuskov 
wisely focused the priorities of the colony upon 
hunting sea otter and establishing a food base in 
California rather than upon the domination of the 
Kashaya and alteration of their traditional way of 
life. Although unsubstantiated rumors to the contrary 
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exist, no documentation that the Russians mistreated"' 
or adversely exploited the Kashaya has been located.'' 
Archaeologist Glenn J. Farris, however, argues that 
the Russians were net as benevolent as some might think. 
''It must be remembered that the experience of the company 
in Alaska had been very bloody, with numerous killings on 
":c; both sides. ~- Farris sees reasons in addition to the 
Russians' appreciation of hav~ng the Kashaya as allies for 
the different approach in California: the Russians did not 
need to press t Kashaya into service because they had 
brought skilled Aleuts with them, and the Russians were not 
actively trying to proselytize." He notes that there are 
indications that some ''antagonisms and exploitation'' of the 
Indians occurred later in the nearly three-decade-long 
relationship between Russians and Kashaya, including 
reports of Indians being forcibly gathered for field work, 
and concludes that both the Spanish and the Russians viewed 
the Indians as second class citizens.: Still, it is clear 
that native Californians fared better in their contact with 
Russians than with Spaniards. 
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C H A P T E R V 
Mexican period, 1821 1846 
The Mexican period of California history saw a number 
of changes. Authority shifted from the clerics of the 
mission system to government officials. Indian-white 
relations during the period were marked by efforts--both 
through legislation and force--to make the indigenous 
pao~:es of California a useful part of an economic systerr 
outs~de the missions. The period also saw Russian efforts 
to sustain a colony at Fort Ross and the arrival of the 
first American settlers overland from the east. California 
remained largely unsettled at the outset of the period, but 
~he Mexicans were watchful of encroachment by Russians and 
Americans. 
The Indian population declined during the period from 
approximately 245,000 in 1830 to about 125,000-150,000 in 
1845, according to Cook's estimates.· For the period 1770 
to 1848, Ccok estimates that the total California Indian 
population declined by 72 percent, largely because of 
disease. He attributes only 6 percent of the total general 
population decline to killing, although in specific 
instances killing was a critical element. Cook writes: 
" the wild t~ibes those which resisted incursion the 
most stubbornly are seen to have suffered really appalling 
losses."-
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A shift in attitude regarding the native population 
accompanied the transition to Mexican authority. The 
Spanish had hoped to civilize the Indians in the missions 
and turn them into useful members of society as they knew 
it. By contrast, Mexican authorities, mindful of the 
writing of Bartolom~ de Las Casas, had a more fraternal 
view. 
Las Casas, a member of the Dominican order, was a 16th 
century critic of the exploitation of native peoples in the 
Americas. He asserted that Indians were rational beings 
who were ent1tled to retain their property. His work was 
later cited in a manner that he never intended by French, 
English, and Dutch propagandists who sought to denigrate 
the Spanish character for national and patriotic purposes. 
The body cf literature that they generated became known as 
the Black Legend. Early 19th century Anglo portrayals of 
California, as discussed below, reveal the influence of the 
Black Legend through the years and reflect the view that 
the Spanish and Mexican inhabitants were somehow 
undeserving of the land. 
The influence of Las Casas and other Spanish 
humanitarians on the manner in which indigenous peoples 
were regarded dur~ng the Mexican period of California 
history is discussed by C. Alan Hutchinson: 
Inspired by the humanitarian movement of eighteenth-
century Spain the [Mexican Commission for the 
Development of the Californias] disapproved of the 
mission method of civilizing pagan Indians. In its 
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view, the Spanish concept of spiritual conquest, 
whereby troops were used to help gather non-Christian 
Indians into the fold, was not in accord with the 
methods for converting the heathen ~aid down by Jesus 
Christ and applied by His Apostles,' 
The views of the Commission for the Development of the 
Californias on missions and mission Indians were to have 
considerable influence on Mexican policy in what is today 
the state of California. The first Mexican governor of 
l 'f < / / h d" < d 1 < f Ca 1 orn1a, Jose Mar1a Eo ean 1a, 1ssue a Proc amat1on o 
E~ancipation in 1826 which allowed certain Indians to be 
freed from the supervision of the missions, but release was 
limited to those Indians judged capable of supporting 
themselves. The order was opposed by the missionaries, 
who felt that the freed Indians would either be exploited 
by whites or would succumb to idleness, In 1827 1 Echeandla 
concluded that the proclamation had not gone well for 
either the Indians or the missions; not all of the Indians 
who were permitted to leave did so, and those who left and 
encountered difficulties received no support. 
A new proposal, issued in 1828, featured plans for the 
conversion of all of the missions -except for two newly 
established ones--into towns within five years, Indians 
were to be given house lots, along with farm plots, 
animals, and tools, which they were to keep for at least 
five years. Mission churches were to become parish 
churches, and mission buildings were to be converted for 
municipal uses, such as schools and jails. The plan was 
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approved, with minor changes, by the Territorial Deputation 
in 1830, and it became Echeandia's secularization decree of 
1831. 
Missionaries opposed this plan as well. Father 
Narciso Duran, president of the California missions, argued 
that the proposal was part of a conspiracy to plunder 
mission property. The dispute worsened mutual distrust 
between the missionaries and secular Mexican authorities.) 
In 1833, Mexico's vice-president and acting chief 
executive, Valentin Gomes Farfas, moved to promote 
colonization and ~end off Russian and American expansionism 
in California, and it was felt that secularization was a 
necessary precondition. In 1834, Mexico finally 
secularized the 21 missions of Alta California, released 
the Indians and announced plans to distribute mission 
property to them. 6 Many Indians who received land, 
however, did not keep it, and the majority received 
nothing; most of the mission wealth went to secular 
authorities and their relatives. Some Indians left the 
missions and returned either to their villages or moved to 
the interior. Others went to towns such as Los Angeles to 
look for work, while still others worked on ranchos owned 
by Mexicans or Americans who held Mexican land grants. By 
1840, some 4,000 Indians were part of a hacienda-peon 










Most of the missions' Indian inhabitan t s scattered, 
al t h ough some remained at missions until t he mid 1840s, 
'.) 
when the system completely b roke down . ' The Mexican 
governmen t had the right t o force converted Indians to 
continue working on undistribut ed missi on land , and many 
I ndians became li tt l e more than servants pai d with food and 
shelter. The number o f Indians r aiding Me xican ranchos and 
mis sions for horses and cattl e i n c reased, and the response 
o f Mexi c an and Spanish settlers could be ruthless. Mexi can 
adminis trati on o f Ca lif ornia was wea k, and the government 
had :ittle cont ro l ov er the a ctions o: its troops. ; 
From 1330 to 1848, numerous s mall exp l orat ory or 
puni t ive c ampaigns c ame to repla c e t hose that ha d been 
o ff icial ly o rganized by t he mi ss i ons, and they increasing ly 
teca~e privat e reta liat ory or fug itive-capt u ring raids . 
~ili t ary expediti ons i ncreased as demand for labor at 
p r i vate ran chos ros e and as I ndian s increasing ly raide d 
,,. 
st ock to suppl ement their f ood supply. -~ 
Meanwhile , in the north, the Russians had essent i a lly 
lost interest in Ca lif ornia by 1841. The supply of otter 
and seals near Fort Ross h ad been dep let ed, a ttempts at 
ag r i c ultural producti on had proven disappointing , and the 
Mexicans ha d resi sted an y Russi an incursi ons south of San 
Fran c isco Bay. Fort Ross was sold to Capt . John Sutte r for 
S30, 0 00 i n 1841. --
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Since the 1820s, Americans had been coming across the 
mountains to California, and evidence indicates that their 
relations with the California Indians were initially 
friendly. Accounts recorded by early Anglo Americans 1n 
California portrayed Indians as victims of the Hispanic 
population, and the influence of the Black Legend tradition 
is clear. Still, observers' motivations in recording the 
negative aspects of Indian life under the Spanish and 
Mexicans do not necessarily mean that Indians were not 
treated cruelly at times. In fact, accounts of events 
during the period suggest consistency in some Mexican 
soldiers' approaches toward Indians they encountered. 
=enas Leonard, a trapper who traveled through the 
mission region in 1834, describes an incident near San Juan 
Mission, when some traders accompanied soldiers from a 
mission in search of a group of Indians who had stolen 
horses: 
They then dismounted and went into the thicket, where 
they found a large portion of their horses already 
butchered, and partly dried and a few old and feeble 
Indians, with some squaws and children. The Indians 
having killed some of the horses were engaged in 
drying the meat, but on seeing the w~ite men approach, 
fled to the mountain, leaving nothing behind but what 
is above stated. The disappointment of the Spaniards 
now exceeded all bounds, and gave our men some 
evidence of the depravity of the Spanish character. 
By way of revenge, after they found that there was no 
use in following the Indians to the mountains, fell to 
massacreing [sic], indiscriminately, those helpless 
creatures who were found in the wigwams with the meat, 
and cutting off their ears. Some of them were driven 
into a quantity of combustible matter thrown on and 
around the hut, for the purpose of setting fire to it, 
and burning them altogether. This barbarous treatment 
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our men would not permit and they went and released 
the prisoner, when the Spaniards fell,~o work and 
despatched them as if they were dogs,,, 
Another account, from George Simpson's An Overland 
Journey Round the World, During the Years 1841 and 1842, 
records indiscriminate killing on the part of Mexicans: 
Too indolent to be always on the alert, the 
Californians overlook the constant pilferings cf 
cattle and horses, till they are roused beyond the 
measure even of their patience by some outrage of more 
than ordinary mark; and then, instead of hunting down 
the guilty for exemplary punishment, they destroy 
every native that falls in their way, without 
distinction of sex or age. The bloodhounds, of 
course, find chief:y women and children for, 1n 
general, the men ar·e b12t:ter able to 12scape, ~the 
soldiers] butchering their· helpless and inoffensiy,e 
victims after the blasphemous mockery of baptism.-: 
In the multivo:ume work on California, Hubert Howe 
Bancroft, a major historian of this period, asserts that 
nearly all Dission exp~ditions between 1826 and 1830 
involved atrocities, and the practice of cutting off ears 
to send to the commandante general became "a new kind of 
'~ trophy for California warfare." 
Suoh depictions from Anglo travelers continued through 
the 1840s, as noted by historian James J. Rawls: 
The Hispanic Californians had revealed themselves 
unfit for California, not only by humming their "tune 
of Castilian laziness'' and ignoring the imperative to 
develop California by "honest toil" but also by 
treating the Indians with such harshness and 
compulsion that thei~ ign could only be described as 
a. " stardly ty:::-an::-:y. "-~ 
Rawls attributes the depictions beth to the fact that the 
missions of California were paternalistic and authoritarian 
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institutions and to the obvious self-interest of the Anglo 
observers .:s 
By the end of the Mexican period, almost all of the 
indigenous peoples of California, except those in the 
remote mountains of the north and east, had come into 
contact with Spanish-Mexican civilization. 1" The main 
causes of I ian population decline during the period were 
epidemic disease, endemic disease, armed conflict, and 
.. 
destruction of food supply.~~ The negative impact on the 
:alifornia Indian population of Russian, as well as 
British, fur ~rappir1g astivity was ~ainly through the 
J~s~~u2L:cn cf food resources and tl1e introduction of 
disease.-: 
Although the impact of contact with outsiders had 
clearly been severe for the California Indians the 
£ the ~exica~ period, it was the massive influx of 
Americans which followed that was to have the most 
devastating effect. The Mexicans, like the Spanish before 
them, considered the Indians to be an i~tegral part of 
society; many of the Anglos arriving from the East did not 
share that view. 
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C H A P T E R VI 
American period, 1846-1873 
With the arrival of Americans in California after 
1846, the value of the California Indian as members of 
society began diminishing, and the Indian population 
entered a new period of catastrophic decline. As in the 
Mexican period, the greatest single factor 1n the 
pop~~at~on decl~ne was disease, but it is also attributed 
to j~rect attack, exposure, and starvation. By 1880, the 
native population of the state had fallen to about 20,000, 
with a decline from 150,000 to 50,000 occurring in the ten 
y2a~ period 1845 to 1855 alone.~ 
~he white perspective on the California Indians began 
to =h~nge in the 1830s as an increasing number of whites 
f~om the east took up residence, as noted by James Rawls 1n 
his study of the image of the California Indian. Rawls 
observes that Americans who settled in California at first 
began to view the Indians more as a useful source of labor 
. '~nan as victims of Mexicans. 
Americans adopted aspects of the Spanish and Mexican 
labor systems that suited their needs, many of them 
following the lead of John A. Sutter, who had established a 
settlement on the Sacramento River under Mexican authority 
in 1840.- In the Spanish empire, the dominant institutions 
of colonization and labor control were, successively, the 
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systems of encomienda, by which Spaniards were granted 
Indian groups from whom they were entitled to receive both 
tribute and labor; repartimiento, which involved the 
requirement that Indian villages send a quota of their male 
population to work for a number of weeks each year; and 
hacienda, by which Indians either lived on a hacienda or 
lived in an Indian community and hired themselves out to 
the hacienda. Under the hacienda system, labor was 
controlled through debt peonage. 3 Under Mexico, Spanish 
colonial practices remained in place in California through 
the system of debt peonage on ranchos. Americans saw the 
advantages of the Spanish-Mexican system, and there is 
evidence that Indians willingly participated in the system 
a~ 1 rers provided they were treated humanely. 4 
Eventually, however, Americans expanded existing practices 
to include the capture of younger Indians for sale.~ 
Although continuities in labor practices existed 
during the transition from Mexican to American authority, 
official policies established upon California's entrance to 
the Union reveal the shift in attitude toward the Indian 
peoples. Parallels between the Anglo approach to the 
Indians in California and white attitudes towards blacks in 
the South are particularly evident. Under Mexico, Indians 
had been permitted to testify in court and oppose settlers 
who took their property, but Indian rights and privileges 
were lost with California's constitutional convention of 
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1849 and action by the newly formed state legislature of 
1850. A law enacted in 1850, "An Act for the Gover-nment 
and Protection of Indians , .. was the first in a series to 
provide for the indenture or apprenticeship of Indians of 
all ages. The law in c luded prov isions f o r local justi c es 
of the peace to r ule on the ownership of Indian land ; white 
men could not be convi c ted through the testimony of an 
Ind i a n ; Ind i ans c onvicted of stealing livestock o r any 
valuable item could be whipped; able-bodied Indians caught 
loitering could be arrested if a resident complained; and a 
local jus ti c e of the peace , mayor , or recorder could 
c onvi c t an Indian and s ubsequently hire that Indian out to 
the highest b i dder. 
Amer i c ans thus ad opted the Spani s h and Mexi c an met hods 
of expl oit ing I ndian labo r, but they added a comp on ent o f 
traff i cking in I ndians . 0 It is es timated that ab out 10 ,0 00 
I n d ians may have b e en i ndentur ed or so ld i n the peri od 1850 
.,. 
to 18 63 . ' 
The Ameri can appr oa c h to the Calif o rnia Indians 
differed from that of the Spanish and Mexicans in o the r 
ways. Unlike t he Spani s h and Mexicans, who did not see any 
moral or physical obstac le t o inte r ma rriage with the 
i ndi geno us peoples , Americans f ound suc h uni ons 
unac ceptable. The Ameri c ans who c ame t o C al i f o ~ni a had 
c on f ronted na t i ve pe oples a c r os s the No rth Ameri can 
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continent, and many held the notion that the Indian was 
inherently evil . 3 
The discovery of gold in California in 1848 occurred 
two years after California came under U.S. authority, 1n 
the same year that Mexico ceded the state and its other 
northern provinces to the United States through the Treaty 
of Guadalupe Hidalgo. The gold lay in the Sierra Nevada 
and other mountain regions, which had been beyond white 
settlement up to that point. Indians initially assisted 
whites as guides and worked in the mines; they also worked 
on fa:ms, ranches, and vi~eyards, but it was only in the 
earlier years of Ameri·:an ru,e ~hat their numbers were 
significant. Anglo racial attitudes and changing econom1c 
circumstances, including the flooding of the labor market 
by former miners and Ch.'.nese immigrants, subsequently 
limited the opportunities for Indians. Demand for domestic 
servants remained fairly constant, though, and the 
persistent practice of kidnapping and indenturing of 
Indians was an indicator of this demand.' 
By the end of 1851, much of the territory that had 
been occupied by Indians under Mexican authority had become 
non-Indian land. Less game was available for hunting, and 
Indian access to primary areas of food-production was 
increasingly limited. Commissioners sent to California by 
President Millard Fillmore in 1851 had attempted to protect 
the Indians with plans to remove them to special reserved 
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areas. A total of 18 treaties, mostly in the gold mining 
region, were entered into in the hopes that the Indians 
could be protected and taught agriculture and other skills. 
California legislators were vehemently opposed to the 
appropriation of the 8.5 million acres of land for the 
natives, however. Influenced by U.S. senators John c. 
Fremont and William McKendree of California, the U.S. 
Senate rejected the treaties in l852.:J 
As whites flooded into northern California after 1849 
and mining methods changed, gold seekers relied less on 
Indian assistance and the native population came to be 
viewed as an obstacle to settlement of the land and a 
threat to safety. Indians fearful of white attacks 
abandoned the mining areas. Contemporary accounts 
attribute the Indians' fears to a retaliatory attack by a 
group of Oregonians on an Indian village near Coloma 
1849 .. Regret at this turn of events was expressed by 
Theodore Johnson, who had observed the Indians when they 
had worked peacefully with white miners: "The late 
emigrants across the mountains, and especially from Oregon, 
had commenced a war of extermination upon them, shooting 
them down like wolves, men, women and children, wherever 
they could find them.":: 
The federal government decided in 1853 to establish a 
series of military reservations where Indians could be 




may have affected as many as 10,000 California Indians. 
Some reservations existed for just a few years, however. 
The reservation system did not supply adequate food, 
clothing, housing, or protection for the California Indians 
and was noted for abuses. The system started declining in 
the early 1860s, and from then into the 1870s criticisms, 
such as claims that the agents were corrupt or negligent 
and that the reservations were dreary and unproductive, 
increased.-; 
Occasionally during the period 1850 to 1870, Indians 
rebelled in what were known as Indian Wars, but the 
conflicts almost always proved costly for the Indians. At 
a relatively early date, in 1851, the governor of 
California expressed a fatalistic view of relations between 
whites and Indians: 
That a war of extermination will continue to be waged 
between the two races until the Indian becomes 
extinct, must be expected; while we cannot anticipate 
this result with but painful regret, the inevitable 
destiny of thh race is beyond the power and wisdom of 
man to avert.~~ 
Gov. Peter H. Burnett's words seem prophetic, but they 
should be considered in the context of the period 1846 to 
1851, which was one of federal Indian policy formulation. 
The prevailing view among government officials familiar 
with the Indians during the era of expansion was that the 
Indians would be exploited and exterminated unless the 
country provided for assimilation. The choice that many 
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Anglos saw for the Indians was simple: relinquish the old 
ways or die. The Indian wars of the West between 1860 and 
1890 resulted from various western tribes' resistance to 
assimilation. Attempting to assimilate, however, was no 
guarantee of survival. __ : 
In California, the 20 years after the 1849 gold rush 
were marked by Indian massacres in northern areas of the 
state as the white population soared. Such killings are 
well-documented in newspaper accounts and letters from 
residents and by Indian agents of the federal government. 
Although, as previously discussed, small expeditions had 
been organized by Spanish and Mexican authoriti~s with the 
aim cf chasti.;ing interior Indians, efforts to "pacify" 
Indians were greatly expanded when the U.S. Army occupied 
California between 1845 and 1848. The Army's response to 
the least indication of armed hostility on the part of the 
native population was to burn Indian villages and destroy 
all the food they had stored. In the 1850s, settlers who 
felt that the federal government was not adequately 
protecting them took matters into their own hands. 
Dispossessed Indians sometimes stole animals for food or 
killed whites, and local militias under California 
authority, as well as groups of private citizens, took it 
upon themselves to fight the Indians.·' 
The number of Indian victims of individual massacres 
ranged widely. In some incide~ts groups of 10 were 
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attacked and killed, while in other incidents the number 
dead was reported at 250 to 300. Two well-known massacres 
of California Indians that involved indiscriminate killing 
by American soldiers or settlers occurred at Clear Lake in 
1850 and Humboldt Bay in 1860. 
In 1850, two separate attacks by U.S. troops on Indian 
Island in Clear Lake occurred in response to the murders of 
Andrew Kelsey and Charles Stone in December of 1849. Under 
Capt. ~. Lyon, troops killed at least 135 and possibly 250 
Porno Indians. =~a report to the assistant adjutant 
ger:>::ral, Lyon states that the island "became a perfect 
slaughter pen."~ A statement by Thomas Knight, whc had 
employed some Indians i~ the area and was familiar with 
them, attributes the killing of Kelsey to the Indians' 
desire for revenge af~er having been taken far from their 
homes to work 1n a mine and subsequently abandoned when the 
m1ne was found to have no gold. According to ~night, the 
government troops 
went up and killed a large number of these Indians, 
and the two other Kelseys also killed a good many. 
They were arrested for their inhuman treatment of the 
Indians, many of those they had massacred being old or 
infirm and had never made any trouble, but through 
some flaw iR the law or informality they escaped 
punishment.-' 
Another well known massacre occurred in the Humboldt 
Bay region of northern California on February 26, 1860. 
The account of a Wells Fargo messenger published in the San 






Between thre e and four o ' c l ock on Sunday morning l ast 
(26 February ), an atta ck was made by a p a r ty of whit e 
men , upon Ind ians at severa l villages around Humboldt 
Bay . At Indian Island , opposit e the town o f Eureka , 
and distan t but a few hund red yards, more than 40 
I ndians wer e kil led , th r ee -f ourths of the number being 
women and children. On the beach, south of the 
entrance to the bay, forty or fifty Indians were also 
killed. Report says all that were there--every one--
was killed . It is als o reported , and is no doubt 
true, that a si multane ous attack was made up on the 
vi l l ages on Eel river . F rom what is known in Eure ka 
no t less t han tw? hundred !~dians --men , wo~en ~nd 
c h1 l drer.--~ere k1lled on th1 s Sabbath mo rn1 ng.~ 
T~; e a c ,.:-o ur;. t go es on t c accus e f armers of the Eel River 
reg i on , who had suffered dep redat io~s , of per petrat ing the 
ma s sac re s . It ~otes that t he ma j or ity of t he people in the 
Eur eka area denounced the event s . 
In a l et t er to t he edi t o r o f t he Bu l letin, a reader 
p res~n~s an a ccoun t, whi c h he sa ys he received f rom the 
s her i f f o f Humbo l d t Count y, of the same events . He wri tes 
tha t a group o f 40 farme rs o f t h e Ee l Rive r region c l aimed 
Indi an s were kill ing the ir catt l e, and tha t the whi t es 
ma ssac red t he Indians afte r f o ll owing them to the bay . The 
l et ter -wri ter c omments t hat the farme rs wer e " de t ermined t o 
~~ 
cl ean out every thing that wore a red s kin." ~" 
In an o ther l ette r t o the editor , this one dated 
February 29 , the Humbo l dt Coun ty s heriff estimates the 
numbe r k i lled at 80 , and he c orrobo r ates the fa c t t h a t most 
of the de ad we re women and ch il d ren . Noting that the 
f a rmer s had l os t about an eighth o f the ir s t ock in the pas t 
year , he writes that the commander of Fort Humbo ldt 
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"refuses to take cognizance of these facts. The settlers 
then battle the Indians on their ~ 1 own."""-
In early March, Major G.J. Raines of Fort Humbo ldt 
issued a report to an Adjutant General on what he saw the 
da y of the massacre: "I beheld a scene of atrocity and 
horro r unparalleled not only in our own Coun try, but even 
in history, for it was done by men self-acting and wi t hout 
necessity, color of law or authol:"ity." 22 In an open 
letter in the Bulletin, Raines charged the county sheriff 
with issuing a "fal se statement" on the responsibility of 
the mil i tary fo r the attack, and he criticized t h e sheriff 
fo r not taking s teps to bring the perpetrators to 
just i ce. 23 Two months later Raines urged an end to 
volunteer groups killing Indian men , women, and child ren 
"as they often do"; he a c knowledged tha t Indians had been 
killing cattle, but agreed with another of fi ce r's 
ass es sment that the Indians were finding it diffi c ult t o 
subsist. 24 
Earlier that year, in January of 1860 , a le tt er in the 
Bulletin disputed an account of how a "gallant littl e army " 
had retaliated against Indians in t he Pi t t River Valley: 
The Indians attacked, or butchered, had been living at 
a place called "Roff' s Ranch" for a long time. There 
the "bold" volunteers crept on them bef ore day , and , 
wit hout informing Ro ff or any of the ca t t le -he r ders 
thereabouts, marched on the ranch, kil led abou t nine 
men, the balance escaping. The women and children 
remained, trusting to con fidence in t he honest y of an 
American , whom they believed would not murder women 
and children. In this they were mistaken; f or not 
only in the " excitement" o f the moment , but through 
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the greater part o f the day , they searched ar ound 
among the "hays tacks" with the hatchet , and split the 
children's head open . In this way there were over 
forty women and c hil dren butchered--the white! 
exceeding even the Indians in their butchery. 5 
In the case of the Yuki Indians in the Round Valley 
area of northern California, t here is evidence that groups 
of settlers went out two t o three times a week, killing 50 
to 60 Indians on a trip , for as l ong as five years. 26 A 
tabl e of population decline between 1847 and 1852 i n Cook's 
work s hows that, o f all the California Indian t ribes that 
the au tho r studied, the Yuki populati on suffered the 
greatest p opulati on dec l ine due t o killing .:; 
Similarly, the Yahi-Yana of the Sacrament o Valley are 
beli eved to have declined in number f rom 2,000-3,000 
possib ly t o exti nction, pr ima ri ly because o f a series o f 
mass a cres between 184 6 and 1867 . On e a ttack on a Yahi - Yana 
group in 18 66 is attribut ed t o a s ingle far me r . 23 
There is other evidenc e that some people ac t ed 
independently , outside o f organized gr oups , to kill Indians 
indiscriminately. A settler is r epor t ed in the Sac ramento 
Daily Union to have boasted of multiple poison i ngs 
accomplished by lacing flour with s try chnine , then l eaving 
i t where starving Indians would f i nd and ea t it . His most 
recen t poisoning e ff ort was pr ompted by the dea th o f h is 
brother , but he is said t o hav e successfu ll y poi s oned 
Indians p r e viously while living with his brother. 29 I n a 
Wa r File depos ition taken in 1860 , a rancher stated tha t 
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the stock supervisor f or California Indian Superintendent 
Thomas Henley put strychnine in Indian "baskets of soup, or 
"(\ 
whatever they had to eat. " .)v 
While white miners and settlers fought Indians in the 
north , some Indians in southern California were also 
engaged in hostile encounters with settlers from the east. 
In 1851, Antonio Garra, a leader of the Cupe~o Indians, 
attempt ed t o crea te an alliance of Indians to fight 
Ameri c ans who were settling in the area. The uprising, 
which wa s aimed specifically at Americans and not Spaniards 
or Me xi c an Ca l if ornians , failed. In George Harwo od 
Philli ps 's Chiefs and Chall engers, Garra is said t o hav e 
" sought t o c reate a powerful allianc e t hat would, thr ough 
c areful and l ong-range planning , eliminate the Ameri c an3 
., 
f rom the entire r egi on of Sou thern C a li f ornia .·· ~ -
Gar ra and his f o ll owers resented wha t they percei ved 
t o be preferential treatment given Ind i ans iG nort h e rn 
Cali f ornia, where reservations were to be established. 
They were also upset ab out being taxed by the United 
States, and they wanted t o stop the flow of immigrants 
through their territory. The uprising fa i led bec ause mos t 
Indians at the time did not share Garra's perception of the 
Ame ri c ans as dangerous. 32 Aft er this di s turbance the 
Ind i a ns o f s outhern Ca l i fornia liv ed relatively peacefully , 
wi th ma ny working as laborers on ranc hos or were reduced t o 
.. 
li ving as homeless vagabonds . : ~ 
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The Garra uprising marked the last Indian rebellion in 
southern California. In the last outbreak of organized 
Indian resistance in the state -the Modoc War of 1872-73-
the Indians caused heavy casualties among U.S. Army troops, 
but were ultimately defeated. 
Although the testimony regarding massacres discussed 
above is dramatic and shocking, it is generally acknowleged 
that disease was the main cause of california Indian 
population decline. Sherburne Cook estimates that disease 
caused the deaths of 53.5 percent of the estimated 1848 
Indian population, accounting for 65 percent of the 
population decline. The illnesses that struck the Indian 
population during the American period occurred mostly 1n 
chronic form or as small outbreaks. The most common 
diseases we~e tuberculosis, smallpox, pneumonia, measles, 
and venereal disease.'' In comparing population decline 
during different periods of California history, Cook 
concludes that the impact of Americans on the California 
Indian population was three times as severe as the impact 
of outsiders before them. 
Cook studied the relative impacts of violence and 
disease on the California Indian population for the years 
1848 to 1880. He divides death by killing into two 
categories: ''militacy homicide'' and ''social homicide." 
The first category includes Indians killed due to warfare 
with Americans, which Cook considers strictly armed 
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conflict between the races where the purpose of whites was 
to "kill, chastise or otherwise subdue the natives"; the 
second category refers to ''killing directly attributable to 
the social conditions under which the natives were obliged 
to live," killings which would not be expected to occur in 
aboriginal surroundings or "in a peaceful and well-ordered 
white community." This second category includes deaths 
resulting from incidental quarrels, brawls, and revenge for 
Cook asserts that study of the latter category is 
valuable as a means of measuring raclal conflict.:-
Basing his figu~es on newspaper accounts, diaries, and 
later histories, Cook estimates that, overall, about 7 
percent of the population decline (a loss of 6 percent of 
California Indian population) resulted from ''military 
homicide," or war, between 1848 and 1880. In some cases, 
warfare accounted for as much as 18.5 percent of the 
population decline of certain tribes during the period, 
according to Cook. "Social homicide" was less significant 
as a factor in reducing the population. This category lS 
said by Cook to have accounted for less than : percent of 
the total population decline between 1852 and 1865. 36 It 
seems reasonable, however/ to question the use of newspaper 
articles as reliable sources for the tabulation of 
isolated, individual homicides of I~dians, given the low 
va:~e of an India~ life in the eyes of many Anglos. The 
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death of one Indian was probably more easily obscured than 
a massacre of an entire village. 
In a general survey of California Indian demography, 
published four years after Cook's death 1974 death, Cook 
does not discuss the phenomenon of genocide, but he 
strongly condemns the treatment of the Indians during the 
American period: 
The overwhelming assault upon the subsistence, life, 
and culture of all California natives during the shor~ 
period from 1848 to 1865 has seldom been duplicated in 
modern times by an invading race. . This desolation 
was accomplished by a ruthless flood of miners and 
farmers who aw-:ihilated the natives without mercy or 
compensation. 
There is no lack of evidence in the form af 
:ontempcrary acccunts regarding one-sided massacres of 
indigenous peoples--i~cluding women, children, and the 
elderly-- whites in the early history of the state of 
California. The Indians' chances for survival were also 
affected during this period by factors such as the loss of 
food supply and the kidnapping of Indian children by 
whites. An effort to determine if any of these factors--as 
well as related factors during the Spanish and Mexican 
periods--separately or cumulatively amounted to gencc1ce 
(as defined in a previous section) must address several 
issues, among them the ideG~ity ~he pat-ties that can be 
consider8d directly respo~sible for Indian deaths, the 
intent of those pa~ties, the acts that resulted in the 
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population decline , and the actions of authorities and 
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C H A P T E R VII 
Evidence 
There is no shortage of argumentation both in favor of 
and opposed to labeling experiences of the California 
Indians as genocide. Among such efforts are polemics which 
assert that the Indians of California, along with other 
U.S. Indian groups, have been subject to genocide from the 
moment of first contact with outsiders through the present. 
Using the definition of genocide discussed previously, it 
is clear that such arguments overstate the case. More 
restrictive uses of the term are not always more 
instructive, however. There is little to be gained from 
identifying as genocide only those cases in which a group 
has been successfully exterminated, since it is very rare 
to find a group that has been completely eliminated.-
Thus, the case of the Indians of California is a 
difficult one. While the magnitude of population decline 
among the overall California Indian population from the 
time of first contact to 1900 is substantial regardless of 
which estimate one accepts as accurate, the decline is a 
result of many interrelated factors. Genocide appears to 
have been one of these factors, but it was by no means the 
single most important one overall. That is no reason to 
discount it. The purpose of this paper is to gain insight 
into the phenomenon of genocide by examining events in a 
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particular place and time and determining whether the 
conditions of genocide are identifiable in that case. 
At the outset of this analysis, it is important that 
the issue of the magnitude of genocide be further clarified 
as it relates to the case of the California Indians. It is 
my contention that intent and a pattern of activity are the 
deciding factors in making a determination of genocide. As 
stated above, genocide does not apply only to those cases 
where a group has been eliminated entirely. Although 
"attempt to commit genocide" is punishable under the UN 
Convention on genocide, it refers to attempts to commit the 
specified acts that are intended to at least partly destroy 
a group. There is no classification for "attempted 
genocide" in the event that the intended demise of a group 
does not occur, as one could have an "attempted homicide." 
For the latter category, it is necessary to establish that 
one or more people had the intention of killing another 
individual. In a case of genocide, however, a person or 
persons must commit certain acts with the intent to 
destroy, in whole or in part, a specified group. The key 
factors are the intent and the nature of acts, such as 
killing, not the complete destruction of the group. In 
most cases of genocide there is some loss of life; the most 
well known cases involve enormous numbers of victims. 
Therefore, using Cook's figures as a guide, the 




population decline (representing about 4,300 individuals) 
for the years 1848 to 1880 resulted from what he terms 
''military homicide'' (defined strictly as armed conflict 
between the races) and ''social homicide'' (encompassing 
killing from quarrels and revenge) may initially seem 
relatively insignificant when compared with the tremendous 
loss of life experienced by other groups in history that 
have been subject to genocide. It is important to keep in 
mind, however, that the idea of an aggregate California 
Indian population, encompassing all of the varied and 
numerous tribal groups, is an artificial construct based on 
state boundaries determined in the mid 19th century. The 
Indians of the region generally congregated in villages of 
at most several hundred inhabitants, and the killing of 
what may considered a small number of individuals by the 
standards of the Holocaust had a significant impact on the 
survival of some California Indian tribes. This is because 
deaths due to killing during the period discussed in this 
paper were not evenly distributed among all California 
Indian groups: some distinct cultural groups were subject 
to genocide to a greater degree than others.' For example, 
in the case of the Yuki Indians, Cook estimates that 18.5 
percent of the group's population decline was caused by 
what he labels ''war,'' the highest proportion of any of the 
tribes surveyed in his study. 3 
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The evidence for the period 1769 to 1873 indicates 
that genocide of Indians occurred in California during the 
American period, and that its perpetrators were primarily 
miners and settlers who had recently arrived from the east. 
I plan to show that the massive depopulation that occurred 
during the Spanish and Mexican periods cannot be attributed 
to genocide due to a lack of intent and an absence of 
widespread, sustained, one-sided campaigns on the part of 
the Spanish and Mexicans. 
Spanish period: Conversion, civilization, coloni&ation. 
~he purposes of the Spanish in California can be 
briefly outlined as conversion, civilization, and 
colonization. It cannot be disputed that the arrival of 
the Spani s h in Alta California was accompanied by a 
dramatic decline in the coastal Indian population, but the 
Spanish did not actively seek the extermination of the 
Indian. In contrast to the early Spanish policy toward the 
natives of the West Indies, where Indians were exterminated 
as the Spaniards sought to enrich themselves, the approach 
after 1600 included efforts to curb abuses. 4 The Spanish 
clearly employed coercive methods in gathering and keeping 
Indians at the missions of California, but through out the 
period the primary aim of contact was a spiritual conquest 
of the native peoples. 
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That the spiritual ends of the Spanish missionaries 
had physical consequences is amply demonstrated in the work 
of Sherburne F. Cook. Conversion required the physical 
removal of Indians to mission compounds. The population 
declined under the stresses of introduced disease, crowded 
conditions, and perhaps inadequate nutrition. Punishment, 
commonly by flogging and imprisonment, could be considered 
harsh and cruel by today's standards, although not be 
contemporary standards. 
Meanwhile, Indian culture was constantly under siege 
as the mission fathers pursued the goal of 
Christianization. As far as the missionaries were 
concerned, Indian spiritual life was a void to be filled 
with Christian doctrine. The evidence indicates that the 
intent of the missionaries was not to obliterate the 
Indians as a people, but to bring them into the civilized 
world as the Franciscans perceived it. 5 
The process of conversion was initially peaceful in 
California, but that changed over time, exacerbating the 
detrimental impact of the Spanish on the Indian population. 
Military expeditions in search of fugitives had become 
common by 1810, and the spiritual motivation of the 
missionaries was less clear as the object of the 
expeditions began more closely to resemble mere subjugation 
for the purposes of forced labor. 6 Cook notes that the 
treatment of an Indian varied considerably depending on the 
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individual in charge. · A contemporary observer, Frederick 
W. Beechey, recorded his impression of the treatment of 
Indians in the later mission period: 
As for the various methods employed for the purpose of 
bringing proselytes to the mission, there are several 
reports, of which some were not very creditable to the 
institution: nevertheless, on the whole I am of 
opinion that the priests are innocent, from a 
conviction that they are ignorant of the means 
employed by those who are under them . 8 
There can be little doubt that the Spanish had a low 
estimation of the California Indian. In the words o f 
Fr anciscan Father Geronimo Boscana: 
The Indians of Californian may be compared to a 
species of ape; for in naught do they express 
interest, save in imitating the actions of others, but 
in doing so they a r e careful to choose vice in 
preference of virtue. This is the re~ult, no doubt , 
of their corrupt natural disposition. J 
For the Spanish friars, though, a low opinion of the 
indigenous people of California provided further impetus 
f or attempting to change the Indians that they encountered , 
in contrast to the attitude of Americans who arrived years 
later. For some Anglos , a low assessment of the peoples 
encountered provided a rationale for the isolation and 
destruction of those peoples. 
In terms of broad purposes, then, it is clear that the 
Indians had a role in Spanish mission life and t hat the 
Span ish who came int o contact wi th indi genous people were 
not intent on el i minating them. Evidence of cruelty and 
c oerc ion makes questionable assertions that all of the 
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Spanish missionaries were acting out of altruistic and 
benevolent intentions, but it is reasonable to conclude 
that their contact with the California Indians was not 
genocidal. The purpose of Spanish incursion into the 
interior areas was not for the expropriation of Indian 
land, but for Indian converts and laborers. This may have 
been at least in part a function of the limited number of 
Spanish in Alta California (estimated at less than 4,000 by 
Cook) compared with later settlers, who arrived in huge 
numbers over a short period cf time and who viewed Indians 
as obstacles to land use. Cook observed that 
in opening up California the Spanish system undertook 
as far as poss i ble to employ the Indians , even by 
force, in useful pursuits. This in turn meant that 
the aboriginal race was an economic asset and as such 
was to be conserved. Destruction of individual life 
occurred only when and if the Indian actively resisted 
the process of amalgamation or definitely failed to 
conform to the conqueror's scheme of existence. 
Wholesale sl~ughter or annihilation was definitely undesirable.~: 
Archaeological evidence attests to the role of the 
Indian during the Spanish mission period of California 
history as contrasted with the Anglo period. Based on 
archaeological data, Robert L. Schuyler observes that there 
was "intensive and encapsulated acculturation'' within the 
Franciscan framework. He notes: 
An industrial contact situation is seen in 
overwhelming acculturation at Indian sites and an 
almost total lack of Indian materials at post-1850 
Anglo sites and finally in reserves and reservations. 
There was a place for the Indian in Spanish 
California; in fact, he was an integral part of its 
economic underpinning. There was a continuing place, 
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albeit much less important, in Mexican California; but 
the nature of Angle culture.~xcluded him and forced 
him close to extermination.·· 
While the term genocide has been applied by some to 
the experiences of the Indians of California under Spanish 
authority, the evidence does not support such uses. The 
issues of contention regarding treatment of the Indians in 
this period appear to be introduced disease, forced labor, 
harsh punishment, and poor living conditions, but not 
outright kill:ng. As noted previously, Cook estimates that 
outright killing resulted in the deaths of 2,245 Indians, 
accounting for 6 persent of the general Indian population 
decline, from 1770 tc 1848, much of it resulting from 
fig~ting back and fo~~h during the Mexican period.·~ Heavy 
Indian casualties sometimes occurred during Spanish 
expeditions to collect converts or runaways, or to punish 
Indians for stealing, but the evidence does not suggest a 
pattern of massacres in which Indians were killed 
indiscriminately. For example, in an incident recorded in 
1805: 
Luis Peralta went on a punitive expedition from Santa 
Clara. After he had caught up with the Indians the 
latter began to fight. He fired on them and killed 
''five of the bums (gandules)." The survivors fled to 
the brush, where he attacked again and killed five 
more. The Spanish then ''beat the bush'' and captured 
''twenty-five head (piezas)," all women. The pri~oners 
were then bro~ght to Santa Clara for conversion.-~ 
Despite the poor treatment that some Indians received 
under the Spanish, the fact remains that the Indian had a 
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place in Spanish societ y in California. For the 
missionaries, that place was as a convert , laborer, and, at 
least according to stated aims , eventually an assimilated 
member of the soc ial order. For the Spanish civil 
population, the Indian p opulati on had a place as a source 
of 1 abor and o f women . ~ 4 
Accounts written by mission priests at the time note 
the prevalence of il lness among the Indian popu la tion , but 
the extent of their know ledge about the causes of those 
i llnesses is un c lear. Widespread i llnes s among Indians 
f requent l y was att r ibuted to climate, although there ar e 
indi c at ions that the f r iars were aware of the detrimental 
e ff ec t s o f close quart ers . Cook notes, howeve r, t h e 
' ~ gene ral ignorance of " s anitary sc ience" at the time ._: In 
any event, the evidence does not s uggest that h igh death 
ra tes d ue to di s ease p rompted reac tions other t ha n 
bewilderment and sadness on the part of the missionari es. 
The impa ct o f Spanish contact on the Ca l i f ornia Indian 
popul a ti on may have inadvertently been worse than what 
occur red following Spanish c ontac t with other groups 
because the mis sionaries were attempting to implement a 
system that was poorly suited to the conditions in Alta 
Ca l ifornia. Changes were mor e disrupt i ve because the 
missionar i es sought t o r emove and convert several d iverse, 
nonagricultural Indian groups at once. Thus, despite their 
stated intentions, in their efforts to continue practices 
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established over centuries, the missionaries pursued a 
course that had devastating consequenc es for the native 
peoples of California. 
Mexi c an Peri od: Abs orption. 
Like the Spanish , the Mexi cans who inhabi t ed 
California considered Indians an integral par t of socie t y , 
albeit at the l owes t level. The rights of I ndians had made 
rapid pr ogr es s in the early 19th c en tury as egalitarian 
attitudes sprea d bot h in Spain and New Spain. Under Mexi co 
the Indians were nominally free , but they were bound to 
service as par t o f the rancho economy throug h a system of 
hacienda and Indian peonage. l 6 
Vi o lenc e increased between Indians and Mexicans during 
the peri od , and there is evidence that in some instanc es 
women and c hildren were killed in a ttacks on I ndian 
vi llages . The evi d enc e does not suggest, howeve r , that 
Mex i cans sought to k i ll I ndians based on race al one, whi ch 
would indi cate genocidal intent. Thr oughout t he peri od , 
the Indian had a p l ace i n Mexican soci et y, howeve r l owly , 
oppressive, and racia lly -based it may have b een . 
In termarriage with Indians was a c ceptable t o the Spanish 
and Mexi c ans, in contras t t o the attitudes of Ameri c a ns , 
who generall y viewed mi s c egenati on wi th con t empt. The 
me s tizo was c ons ide r ed a valued , integral pa r t o : the 
multi c ultura ~ Me xican c ivi lizat ion. -
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Many military expeditions against Indians in the 
Mexican period were retaliatory in nature, often resulting 
from the theft of livestock, or were undertaken in an 
effort to obtain Indian laborers for ranchos. Up to the 
year 1836, missionaries, with the help of soldiers and 
sometimes converted Indians, ventured farther from the 
coastal mission areas seeking unconverted Indians. These 
expeditions antagon i zed the Indians of the interior.:e 
Co ok writes: 
the explorers and convert hunters began to find the 
villages empty, or were greeted with showers of arrows 
as they approached. Retaliation and ,.chastisement" 
were in o rder. Gentiles were carried off by force 
rather than persuasi on, and atrocities began to occur. 
By the decade 1820-1830, the people o f the interior 
valleys and hills had definitely embarked upon a 
policy of physi cal resistance, not through any 
political or cultural unification, but through a 
common response to a uniform style of treatment . 
a peaceful, sedentary, highly localized group 
underw~pt c onversion into a semiwarlike, seminomadic 
group. · · 
By the time the mlsslons were secularized, the 
int e rior Indians had become quite aggressive in raiding 
livestock, and the response of the Mexican government was 
to counterattack by expedition, which resulted in many 
Indian deaths and the destruc tion of several villages. A 
Mexican resolution establishing a military border police 
and plans for construction of a fortification at Pacheco 
Pass indicate a shift to a defensive appr oach toward the 
Indians. The Indians' offensive peaked in 1845, and its 
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decline is attributed to the arrival of Americans from 
~,.. 
east.'-" 
The Mexican period thus was a time of great violence 
for some Indian groups. Governor P{o Pico remarked, 
perhaps around 1845, "The savages of the north have been 
committ1ng serious depredations. With sufficient force and 
the help of all it would be possible to destroy them."~~ 
In a different context, his statement could be construed as 
genocida l. but the intent in the case of the Mexicans does 
r .. -.t- ::1ppear to have been thE:> a :- tual physi.:: al obliteration of 
~~~ Salifornia Indians. The Mexicans were not settling 1n 
~umbers ~hat would per~it ~ide-scale action against 
interi or Indians--according to Robert F. Heizer and Alan F. 
Almquist , the Mexican overlords numbered fewer than 500--
and the evidence does not reveal, as it does in the case o f 
Affie~i ~ ah s ett:er3, explicit intent to kill any Indians 
simply because they were Indians.--
In any event, the Mexicans were never able to pursue 
their disputes with hostile Indians. Mexican efforts to 
settle California were continually hampered, as noted by C. 
Alan Hutchinson: 
By the time Governor Manuel Victoria came to 
California in 1832, all the best coastal land had been 
engrossed by the ~issions, who spread t~eir cattle 
domains around them as if to protect themselves from 
undesirable settlers in the few existing towns. 
Before the c ountry was populated by more than a 
handful of pe ople, therefore, little land was left, 
unless the settler moved into pagan Indian country. 
This was where the Farfas colony went for s trategic 
reasons; but although the colonists were provided with 
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weapons, Go~erncr Figueroa s aw a th ~eat t o himself 1n 
these arms an~ o rde r ed t hem removed. Only the 
experienced, independent American f~ontiersman in 
Calif~~nia seemed to be in a position to take exposed 
land. n 
As we shall see, the conflict between the Indians of 
California and Americans arriving f rom the east was much 
more one-sided and widespread than that of the Indians and 
Mexicans. Moreover, the broad tendencies and purposes of 
settlers during the Ameri~an period reveal a clear 
;>O': ;.~ ~·:dal intent that is abser.t in the military operations 
Isolation and exterminati~n. 
T~a t ~he California frontier under Spanish, Mexican, and 
Ameti c a~ authority was a violent place is indisputable, and 
the Jrastic r educ tion c ~ the !ndian pop u lati on from the 
~~~e of the arrival o f the Spanish is c lear. 'Vi:Jlenc-:e 
acc o~panied by population decline, however, 1s a 
correlation that of itse!~ does not point to genocide. The 
key is the nature and purpose o f the violen c e. 
In the case of the California Indians following the 
arrival of American m1ners and settlers from the east, the 
components of genocide are readily identifiable. 
Documentary evidence reveals a pattern of purposeful 
Je5~~uct~o~ o ~ :ndian life by Anglos, without ~e gard for 
~~e the r ~ he I~di a~s pos~d 3 threat, a nd ~i~hout distinction 
bas~d o~ age or sex. 
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The case o f t h e California Indians b etween 184 6 and 
1873 is illustra tive of genoc ide as perpetrated by s ett ler s 
on an indigenous p opu lati on. Many pa ra llels e x is t between 
what occurred in :a ! i f o rn i a a ~ this time and o t h er 
genocides in hist ory. Before reviewing the parti c u la r 
e vidence o f geno c i d e i~ the California case, it i s 
i ns t ~ uc tive t o c onsider the circumstances that ma d e 
ge noc ide p ossible a t this particular time in hi st o r y . 
In contras t t o the Spa n ish policy o f c onvers i on and 
the Mexican p o l ic y o f abs orpt ion , the Anglo app ro a c h 
adopted by the United Sta tes and brough t West by American 
se ttlers featu red little considerat ion f o r the wel f a r e of 
Indian pe op l es encount e red. The pr ogram that had been 
establi shed i n c o l on i al America by the Brit i sh f oc used on 
the a ~ q~ : s i t~ on ~ f l a nd , ei ther thr ough p u r c ha se or th r ough 
o~ ~~ight ap prop r ia ti on. A~ a ttemp t b y t he g c ve rnme n t 1n 
Engl and i n 175 3 t o l i mi t t h e tak ing o f I nd i an l an d b y 
se t t le rs in the Ame r i c an c ol on i es p r oved ineff ecti ve, and 
was among fa c tors contributing to r ebel l i on 1775. :~ Edwa r d 
Spicer o utl ines the Ang l o a pp roac h , a s implemented by 
American settle r s , t h us: 
As settl e r s pus h e d wes tward , the res u lt was the g rowth 
o f a t err it o ry inhabited almost entire l y by Europe a ns 
with few persisti n g I nd i an communi ties . . n o 
systemati c eff o r ts we re made t o incorp or at e t hem a s 
ci t i ~ e n s . They exi s t e d mer~ly as ob j e c t s o f c ha r ity 
wit h dcubtf~l human s tatus . L ~ 
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When pushed to the fringes af white settlement, the 
Indians were free t o live as they wished, provided their 
activities did not affect the settlers. When settlers 
reached Cali~ornia, they ran out of Western territory to 
whi c h they could push the Indians and forget about them. 
The attitude that the I~dian was to be isolated rather than 
immediately incorporated persisted, resulting in the 
The reservation concept arose f rom a widespread 
p~~ceptioG that the 2 ~ly alternative to the extinction of 
tt~ :nd i an was assimilation through education in white 
ways, which was to take place at reservations. 
Reservations were first established with the idea of 
protecting Indians until some point when they would be 
r e ady to participate in American society, but faith in the 
ab i !ity t o bridge the gap between the !ndian and ~hites 
dissipated, and the reservations came to represent a means 
of temoval. In his study of the establishment o f the U.S. 
resetvation system, Robert A. Trennert notes that the 
Indians wars of the Western states we~e a response to a 
mid-19th century reservation po licy that had been devised 
for the conditions of an earlier time: 
Two decades later the expl ora tion of the West was in 
full swing and only the Indian stood in the way. The 
pressure to move the tribes away from the lands t hey 
were not using fct productive purposes increased unti: 





In frontier California, many whites viewed the 
reservations as Indian prisons or concentration camps. 
Still, they became dissatisfied with the system as a 
response to their concerns regarding the Indians. In his 
study of white attitudes, Rawls observes: 
It was but a small step from this loss of faith in the 
s y~~ e~ tc the demand f a ~ Indian removal beyond the 
Pacific shoreline--or to the demand for Indian 
extermination. :oday there s eems to be a quantum 
d~~~erenc~ i~ the last step, but t o many whites a~ the 
California f~ on ti~~ in the 1850s and 1860 s there was 
:it~le differ~nc e between concentration of the Indians 
:Jr: Ji::.:tant ;.: e s <:: L'v'ations and t~eir ex~ermir1at io r:. :r~ 
either event Indians wou ld be eli~inated, expelled, or 
removed from lands desired by whites. The methods 
used to accompl~st that eli~ination was not ~- •• 
imp o rtant as the certainty that it would be done.-~ 
Thus, the 3lternatives were reduced from protection and 
a ssi ~ ilat~on or e xtinction , to removal or extermination. 
Meanwhile, the reduced value of Indian life compared 
with white life was evident in a number of areas. 
Distinctions based on race were codified in Calif o rnia's 
185~ Act ~ c~ the Government and Protection of Indians, 
whi c h ~emained in effect until 1363. Two secti ons ~ £ the 
a~~ read as f o llows: 
6. So;;.plaints may be made befo;:e a ,Jus ti c e o f the 
Peace, by white persons or Indians; but in n o case 
shall a white man be convicted of any offence upon the 
testimony of an Indian. 
20. Any Indian able to work and support himself ~n 
some h ones~ ca ~ling, not having wherewi~hal to 
-.~::>2.: ; 1_1 2. .. l.i:r.s·::::, '-'lhc s hall be found loitering and 
s tr~l:2.ng abou~, or frequenting public places '-'lhere 
liquors are sold, begging, or leading an immoral :.r 
profligate co urse of life, shal! be liable to be 
ar res ted on the complaint of any resident citizen of 
the county, and brought before any Justice of the 
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Peace of the proper county, Ma yor o r Recorder of any 
incorporated t ow~ cr ci ty , rih o s hall examine s aid 
accused Indian, and hear the testimony in relations 
thereto, and if said Justi ce , May or or Record er shall 
be satisf ied that he is a vagrant, as above set f ort h, 
he shall make ou~ a ~arrant und e r hi s hand and sea : , 
authoLizing and requ i ring the o f fic e r having him in 
c harge or cus t od y , t o hire out such vagrant within 
t ~ enty-f our h our s t o the bes t bidder, by p ubli c no t i ce 
given as he shal: d irect, for the highest price tha t 
c an be had, f or any t e rm not exceeding f our mon ths; 
and suc h vagrant shall be s ubj e c t to and g ov e rned by 
the prov isions o f thi s Act, regulating guardians and 
mino rs , during the time whi c h he has been s o h ire d. 
~he money r e ce ived f or h is hire, s ha ll, after 
deduc ting the cos ts and the necessary expense f or 
c l o th ing f e r said Indian, whi ch may h a ve been 
p ~ r cha sed by his emp l oyer, be , if he be without a 
family , paid in t o the County Treasury , to the c redit 
o f the Indian fund . But if he have a family , the same 
stall be a pprop r ia ted f or their use and benefit : 
Prcvided, that any s uch vagrant, whe~ arrested, and 
be f _:: ;:- e j u d gilt en ':. , m a. y i:. e : .:. eve !-. i ;r, s e 1 .: by g .:. v lrl ~ t. o s u c h 
Jus~i ~e. Mayor or Reco rder, a b ond , with good 
sec u~itJ, conditione d that he wil l, f or the next 
~ ' '-h d .. h " ll' . ._ , db k . d ~w -=~ve mar . ... 1S , con u c ._ 1mse ,_ w1~..n g oo ~;1av1or an 
betake s ome honest empl oyme~t f er support. -: 
7 he ~~~ a~ so p r ovided fat the i~denturing o f India~ 
c hi! d ren to whit es ~ith tte consent o f t he : ndian ' s 
In ~e al i ty, the laws we~e used a s a cover f a r the 
p ract~~ ~ ~ f abd uc ting and sel l ing Indi an c hildren and young 
wome n. Most Californi ans condemned the practice ; reports 
commonly n oted that kidnappers killed the parents of the 
children the y s e ized. Ab out 1 0,000 I nd i a ns are estimated 
t o have been inde n tured or s o ld between 1850 a nd 1 863 . It 
was na t until Ca l i f orni a conf o rmed ~ith f ede La l 
effia~cip ati on i n 19 6 3 be ~ ~ ~ ~ th~ apprenti ·:eship :aws were 
rep ealed. Even so , a specia l investiga tor fr om the 
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commissioner of Indian affai;.:s ;:~por-ted in 1866 that IndiaE 
slavery was "not uncommon" in Califorr-1ia.:~ 
A letter from Geor]e M. Hanson, Superintendent of 
Indian Affairs f~~ the Northern ~istrict of California, 
3ated July 3, 1861, reflec~s contempor ary awareness of the 
~~st:em and ~f the :ontradicticn posed by California's 
status as a free state: 
The laws should be changed or made as to protect the 
Indians agai nst kidnapers. There is a Statute in 
California providing for the indenturing of Indians to 
white people f a ~ a term of years. Rene~ under cover 
of ~tis 1aw ~as I think unconstitutional) many persons 
are engaged in hunting Indians (see my report cf this 
month). Even regular organized companies with their 
?res., Sec., and Treas. are now in the mountains and 
while the troops are engage~ i~ kil!ing t~e men for 
a:leged ~ ffe~ : es, ~he kidnapers follow in close 
2 ~r ~~~~. s e ize the younger Indians and bear theoc off 
t o the white settlements in every part of the =ountry 
filling the orders of those who have applied for them 
at rates, varying fr8m $50 to $200 a piece, and all 
this is being done undet a plea s f "r<:indr:.ess to t!:-,e 
poor- rn,::ians ". S~ch acts of inj 1.lst~ ce and ·viclence 
3;_·::_- ::>:::.· • .; tc·:e_·at ed ::,y an ~mconstitutional law,.~as::: 
believe ) of this state ( .:;ee my last report). · -
An.l86l article in the San Fra~c isco Bulletin, 
~epri~ted from the Napa Reporter, discusses the removal of 
Indian children in Mendocino County from their tribe and a 
subsequent statement signed by several residents denying 
that the children had been kidnapped. The article provides 
some insight into t~e reasoning behind the removal of 
c t::dren: 
~hey say that the child~en a~e much better off where 
they are, and ~hat thei~ removal has been benef~ c i a l 
to the community, s ince if they had remained they must 
hav e starved, unless the Indians had killed stock f er 
them to li ve uf O~ . ~he =er-tificate closes by saying 
8l 
I 
that the more o f therr·, ~~. d l :::an find homes in the ::ower 
valleys, the l ess sto~k the I ndians will destroy to 
feed their chil dren . :._ 
The tragic circumstances that o f ten acc ompanied the 
t ransferral of chi ldren are illus tra ted in a Decembe r 1 8 61 
rep or t from Superint e~dent George M. Hanson to the 
Commissi oner o f !~dia~ Affairs : 
In the month of October last I app r ehended th ree 
kid napp ers, abou~ 14 miles from the city of 
Mar ysville , who had 9 I ndian c hildren , f r om 3 t o 10 
yea rs =f age, whi ~h they had taken fr om Ee l rive r, i n 
Hu~bo : d t C0unty . One o ~ ~t~ th~ee was dis cha r ged on a 
w~it o~ habeas ccrpus, upon t estimony o f the othe r 
t wo , w f< o s t a t e d t h a t " [, e wa s not inter e s ted ill t he 
mat~er o f taki ng the children" ; af ter his di scharge 
the tw o made an ef ~ort t o ge t c lea r b y intr oducing the 
t ~ i. 1 i c n <:- as a '..J i t :--1 e s :;.; , who t e s t i f i e d t h a t " i t was a n 
a c t of charity on the pa:t c f the t wo t o hunt up the 
c hi!dren and then prov ide homes f a r t he~, beca ~s e 
their pa r ents had been killed , and t he chi ldren wou ld 
~:ave perished w- i t!"l hunge1: . " M; c ounsel i nq~i r ed how 
he knew th~ir pa r en ts had been killedi Bec ause , he 
said, " !kil l ed s ome of them myself. " :< 
The dimi nished value of the Calif o rni a I ndian in the 
eyes o f whites is als o revealed in the preval en c e o f I ndiaD 
st e~ eo types and in the frequen t charac teriza t i on of 
:::al:. f ~ r!. ::. a In. d:.a::;s a s s ometr,i r.g : ess thar; huma r.. Ey the 
time o f the Gold Rush, use o f the term "Digger " in 
~eferen c e t o a Califo rn ia Indian was commo n. The name 
r-eflect ed the perceived i nfe :.:-i. o r status o f aon ag :.icu l tural 
Indians wh o hunted, gathered seeds, or dug up edit:e r oc~ s 
f er s;_:bsistence. " Digger·" bec a me tte st andard term o f 
refe rence f or a Calif orn ia I~d ~ a~ by the mid- : 9th 
~ent~~ y.·· Moreover , it came t0 emb ody many negative 
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i ma ges of California Indians, including the perception that 
they we r e the ~east advan ced of Indians and tha t t h ey were 
dirty, lazy , and docile . 35 
In a letter to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
dated June 1 , 1851 , Pe ter Campbell remarks: 
The California Indian common ly c alled the di gger 
Indians are the most abject p oor, stupid and filthy 
tribe I ha ve e ver been acquainted with. Their ch i ef 
: ood consi sts o f roots, seeds, insec:s and ve rmin. 
Sometimes ~hey hu~t the dee r , elk and antelope which 
a : -: ·.;ery atur,dan'.: ::-,e;:-e , b:.: '.: they are slothful ar,,d 
indo l ent, seld om hunting till f orced by hung er. ; ~ 
Animal me taphors, inc l ud i ng compari sons o f Indians to 
apes, pigs, and snakes, were frequently employed b y those 
Rawls 
s~~~ ~ st3 ~hat '.:~e ~etaphors were used to denote the stat us 
of the Ca!l f or nia Indians in relati on to white s and .... -.0 
reg is tet their own sens e o f extreme dis~ ance a ~ difference 
f rom the people that they des c ribed . " · The reduction o f 
t he :ndian i n the view of the Arne ~icans was a necessary 
prec onditi on t o thei~ e xte rminati on, according t o Rawls. 
This r adical l oss of humanity made the p rospect o f 
Indian e xterminat ion and e xt inction palatable a nd even 
highly desiraLle, as if wi~h t heir extermination 
California wou l d be purified a nd ~Jeansed o f a set o f 
d eg raded a nd rep~lsive creatures.·~ 
Evidenc e that a vi ew ~ ! t he !ndian as subhuman ex isted 
at a time whe n Indian life wa s deval ued appea :s in Wil liam 
K~l:y's memo1~s o f ti3 journ~y t o Califo rni 3 in 18 4 9: 
In natural c on forma t i on ~he Digger Ind ian is very f ew 
degr ees removeJ f~ um the oran-outang; n o t much ab ove 
i~s s~at~ re , ~aving he same compress ed physiognomy , a 
l ow f o:ehead, wit h : ttle or no spa c e between the 
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eyebrows and roots of the hair. He is altogether 
devoid of resources, possessing little beyond the 
instinctive cunning of the mcnkey, without a scintilla 
of energy to procure either good food or raiment. 
Humboldt River and the head of the Sac~amento are the 
places whe r e they are most numerous; but they are fast 
dwindling in numbers, f o r trappers and travellers 
shoot them down.~ithout hesitation or remorse wherever 
tr.ey meet therr •. >; 
The s ubhuman status of the California Indian is also 
revealed by the use of terms such as "varmint" and "devil" 
to refer to them. An act of aggression against whites 
resulted ~n the u3e of such labels for all Indians, and 1n 
~c ~~ o f ~etaliation ~ithout regard to innocence or guilt.~-
?:. ~:; 1 t.he Red E~uff .semi-weekly Independent, Aug11st 4, 1862: 
The citi:ens in the vi c1nity of Ston y C~eek, in this 
cou~ty, have ~ad anothe r fight with the Indians in 
that section. We have only been able to learn that 11 
Indians were killed, and l white man, name not known. 
It is becoming evident that extermination of the red 
devils will have to be resorted to before the people 
in pr o ximity t o ranch~rias wi!l be safe, o r o~~ 
mountain roads traveled with any deg~ee of saf e ty 
except by parties of wel: armed men.~· 
A~g:a-American disapproval of miscegenation p~oviJes 
an o the~ indication that the Indian was viewed by whit e s as 
a significantly different type of being. Unlike in the 
Spanish and Mexican periods, when children of mixed 
relationships were accepted economically and socially, 
children of mixed heritage were rejected in Anglo 
:a:~fcr~ia so= iety and we~e cons ide r ed t o be more closely 
,~ 
affil~ated with Indians than whites.~· 
Other factor s r elating to the arrival of whites from 
the East that c antr~buted to the hostile conditions for the 
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Indians were the existence of a minimally controlled 
criminal element on the frontier, the speed with which 
people arrived from the East, settlers' demands for 
protection, and conflicts of interest on the part of 
officials c ~arged with protect ing both settlers and 
Ind:ar;.s. 
In 1905, biologist and natural historian C. Hart 
Merriam commented on the people who had come to ~alifornia 
1n t~e ~id-l9th century: 
Curing the single year 1849, no fewer than 77,000 
a rLived. This army of gold seekers was a hete:ogenous 
assemblage , ::;ynp r.isi:-:;~ r: ~any good and noble mer., but 
als c thousands of rougher and more turtulent classes, 
no~ ex c epting criminals. As these adventurers spread 
north and south over the flank s of the Sierra and 
penetrated the rugged mountains of the northwest, they 
everywhere invaded the territory of the Indians and 
decimated the native population. From Humboldt and 
Trinity counties, from the Siskiyous, and from the 
f:anks cf the Sierra, the story is the same: villages 
wer,:;: rJrvken '.lP and tl.•.: lnl-.abitar.ts scattered Gt' 
massacred; men and women were debauched with whisky; 
men were ruthlessly killed; ~omen were appropriated, 
and seeds of dis<2ase were s :)'...Jn wh: c h ~ndt;,,r-mined the 
constitutions of succeeding generations.·~ 
Establishment of a criminal justice system did not 
keep pace with the Gold Rush infiux, as noted by historian 
Andrew F. Rolle: 
While they awaited the arrival of a regular legal 
system, the miners organized dru~head courts which 
meted out such penalties as ear cropping, whipping, 
and even branding and hanging to convicted 
transgressors. This system of extralegal justice 
obviously involved abuses. Almost c ertainly it did 
help to discou r age c rime, however. The regulations 
that each mining area made and enforced servt;~, in 
fact, as a practical alternative to anarchy.~~ 
25 
Thus, given t~e : J~ :egard many settlers he ld f or the 
Indian peoples of California . it sho u ld not be surprising 
that an extralegal system lha~ was harsh t o pe ople 
consider ed equals should be especialiy hard on the : nd ians 
considered l ess than human. Settlers who felt that 
gove~ nment offi c ials were not looking out for them took it 
upon themselv es t o dispense justice. As noted previ ously, 
gr oups o f p r ivate citizens f teque~tly respcndee to the 
the ~t of ~ attl 8 c ~ horses by organizing raiding pa~ties 
against I:12ians. 
Th8 c ons ens us among those who have studied the pe r i od 
is that the l os s o f the best food-p roducing l a nds to 
settlers resulted in limited options f o r the Indians, and 
the Indians' d ilemma is o f ten cha r-acterized as a cho i c e 
. ~ 
bst;..Jeen stealing c:: .:;t .3.: '.::.~g." ~ I:-1 l 862, commissioner o f 
I Ldia :-: F.ffa .irs William F. Dol e x: ep or t ed to t he secre ta r y o f 
the interior: 
? rom a p os~ti on o f inJependen ce t hey ~ er e a t once 
~educed t o t he most abjec t 2ependence. With n o one o f 
the many tribes o f the Slat e is there a n exist i ng 
treaty. Despoiled by irresistib le f orc e of the land 
of thei r fathers; ;..Jith no c ountry on eart h to whi ch 
they can mig ra te; in t he midst c f a peop le wit h whcffi 
they cannot assimila te, t hey have no r ecognized c la im 
upon the government , and are almost c ompell ed to 
become vagabonds- -to steal or star ve. They are no t 
even unmolested upon the sc anty res e rvati ons we set 
apart f or their use. Upon one p r etext or an other, 
e ven these are invaded by the whites, and it is 
literally true ttat the:e is no place where t he I ndian 
can experienc e that fe eling of security which is the 
effec t o f just and ~ho lesome laws , or where he can 
plan w:.th any_ as surance that he shall reap the frui ts 
c : h s iabct:.< 
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Efforts to protect Indians from either unp~ovoked 
attacks or retaliatory raids by sett~ers were hampered by 
corrupt or incompetent officials, poor administration of 
Indian reservations, and slow communication between 
California and federal authorities in Washington, D.C. The 
reservati on syst~~ in California aggregated members of 
s~~ e ~al different tribal groups, and food and clothing were 
frequently inadequate, prompting Indians to attempt to 
return to the~~ hom~:ands. Resident agents, some of whom 
shareJ an antipathy toward the Indians, did not hav~ the 
r e s o ~; r c e s o r t he a 11 t r:..:; r i t y t o c on t r o 1 s e t t 1 e r s . ' 
7homas J. Henley, a California superintendent of 
:nd~an affairs durin; a crucia: period, oversaw the 
s~: , c ~ijn of Round Valley, home to the Yuki Indians, as a 
reservation site beginning in 1855. By 1857 , the 
superintendent was himself a joint owner of a cattle herd 
in the valley, while his four s ons and a nephew were a~ong 
the ~irst settlers in the area. J. Ross Browne, an agent 
app o inted by the federa! government tc investigate the 
condition of Indians in California, Washington, and Oregon, 
reported that persons holding land ' . c 1 a 1 :11..s in Round Valley 
were "nearly all cunnecteti in sotr,e waj' .Jr othe~ wi:h the 
Super-intendency."" · Henley was .:;usted from the Indian 
se::-v:.ce i;i 1859. 
In the same region, beginning in 1859, Lieutenant 
Edward Dillon of the Sixth U.S. Infantry attempted to 
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assist the reservation agents and protect the Indians with
just 17 troops. Virginia P. Miller, perhaps the preeminent
scholar on the Yuki Indians, says that Dillon seems tt have
made a zint:e effort to treat both settlers and Indians
fairly. Zh.- J::-ribes Dillon’s inability to exert control:
F.r exirnpi t, the va;uness of his orders left him
cwerless t: a test a white man whom witnesses had
seers kilnar and rape a young Yuki girl in broad
day i;ht, beta:;z the man lived off the reservation
.,, “-.,.t--- —..4. ...c —:‘‘___
t.1.-•.. n — ,—..





-- rjc..n a .r. -
set threatened to stnm the jail
and th i ts2::tr.”
Lizseif wtzt÷:
::ttinia i:spositicn on the part ;f the
- Le Reservation. The fer,ces are
i2.t.;.t i;p’21e1 down, by persons takin; pains
,-veLt i.e n, ar it comrnooccur.a:— -
have Saws taker. by fzr:e from the place . . .
.dz sake L:w lang ae these things to cont:nue.
:.-+ ?1-J ati:: f÷- ;reatly int÷..este. in th:.r
I: t...s- — —— 4.C...’
._ 4
.u.2... a
see.n tte:n:n;z, :th-..-:t the power p:sh
Whe.: se:: er.’ :.:t feel that they were receiving
ade.ate they
ie’ia-id their wn apLnrhe - In an 1353 letter to
CcmrnissIcne- :f !r*ia. faLz Thar’.es S. Mi::, Sç.ecia
Agent Browr.e on esolutions adopted by residents
of Humboldt Bay:
a p?rusai of these resolutions, you will perceive
that. :or.se’uence of Indian depredations and the
t:der •f several white settlers in the vicinity of
Humboldt, f:r which the federal authorities have
f3il.td to provide any remedy, the citizens, through
the Eoa:-d of Trustees of Union, have assumed the
respo:zibility of declaring war against the Indians,
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and taken measures to carry it intc effect. They have
levied a ta: upon propeity, the proceeds of which are
to be devoted t the expense f the ar $ “until
provision shall be nde far the pa.yent of the swe by




- ‘b-• e..a....t_ vt.. .,.- at
however, tht r-it fLequent’.y was :nlisnirni.:ate -:iin;
of :niianz. In many cases, s will be Leen, the nature of
expeditions against Indians went beyond mere punishment or
retaliation for a specific lastance of theft zr murder.
With the life of an Indian valued less than that of a white
person, and with restrictions on Indian legal rights, there
was little need to seek out only the guilty among frontier
—,
t.., -..,.. I . h-—- •t_r
J.t _J:: 3_-:- -“
• indisritn-st- killing of :n1iars anti th÷ •3.e ihetate
t &-.sf÷r 3’. f children thr;ugh ktapping i:diates that
in Daiif:rni Th.air.; the pe:-itd I34—
1873. t::t-:nt on the paLt f some settles Jestroy the
Indians is clear from their -actions--which in:luded
planned, sustained campaigns of indiscriminate slaughter,
payment of bounties for Indian scalps, and episodes of
poisoning--as well as in settlers’ own statetn.tnt5. The
impact of genocidal vitlence ±3 especially evient in the
experiences of the Tuki an2 Tana :f Nertitern :-alifornza.
b’.it it is not limztei to th:zt groups.
Cook estimated the :nt Yuki pcpu!aticn -at 6,SSC, anl
:enstj2 data indi:ate that th’ group’s population de:I:ned
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to about 300 by 1864, and 238 by 1870.’ According to
Miller, the primary cause of Yuki population decline was
“intentional, calculate-i ;enccide on the part of the
t.i: ;Le÷3 for the :r.dans’ lani.”
.sL.n. a;ea:s er.tirey :stified based the
.—4. a..,..
part::rarts.
t’1e:. DLy:en ...ayCOCk, who lived it. the Legior.
ir±s:itt y the Yuk:. s’atti iii an .SSD depsiti:r.:
Ia one thousand ei;ht !n:.iLed and fifty-six the first
expedition by •i;ainst the Indi3ns was .‘nade, and
have continued cver since; these expeditions were
formed by gathering together a few white men whenever
the Indians comnitted depredations on theii. stock;
there were so many of these expeditions that I cannot
recollect the number; the result was that we would
kill, on an average, fifty or sixty Indians on a trip,
and take some prisoners, which we always took to the
reserve; frequentiye would have to turn out two or
three times a week.
A settler with a r”putation for Indian killing was
H.L. Hail. Speaking of this man, another settler, William
— — :..,. C’D3.,.’
....... ,.., san. a in .... ..on.
S ‘‘‘1 .. .. . t. —
‘.r. za... .a.. . - .h.. t.,e .n:..ans
Lad iever kilea any .zf tne:: stcA, r:: s::r. ft÷r
they killed sr.e of their sto:k; the:: Hl ass:te:’
hunters with h::., a:.:! ::-aten:ei ki.linj i’fl the
Indians they :cuN find r. the m:ur.tainz; whet. Ha
met Zndia:.z ;:! H’ •‘-
At another trne : heard Mr. Rail say that he did
not want any nan t. : with him to hur.t :ndians, who
wouN not ki a:: he vo’jd find, becr.a a knit rs::]
wc’tild make a Mt. !!a1 said he had run Indian.
out of the:r ar.oh .as an put stry:bnne :n.thei:
baskets of soup, or what?ve they had to eat.
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In his own testimony regarding the capture of Yuki,
Hall acknowledged that Ind:a: children were killed:
I think all the squaws were :ied be;ause they
rf:z1 t.D ge further. We t:ck one bcy intQ the
val÷y, a:i the infants were put out of their misery,
and a girl tec.. years of age was kifled for
stubrzrnness.
The tajds against zeierai Irdians groups in northern
Californi.i tsere noted by Special Agent Browne in September
1858:
A war of extermination has been declared against the
Cascouse Creek, Bear River, Eel river and other
neighboring Indians. Some twenty or thirty armed men
are said to have been busily occupied during several
months p4st in killing Indians South and East of the
Mattr1.
311 Aujust 135 etter. Lieutena-t Di!lor.’z
.ttZiCL. Mij: z:n, t e.sed
the 3::::.. f etters agai:;st the Yuki: “I believe it to
the deteninatiDr, of rrany ef the inhabitants tz
exteritinate the Indians; arid : se no way of çze’irinting
Among settlers with reputations for “Indian hunting”
was Walter S. Jarboe, who organized and led the Eel River
Rangers, which received cGr.pensation from the state for
1859-186D expeditions against the Indians, 3nder Jarboe,
:i.;riir.at ki’J in; wa the rule, and act i ons against
the :flians began ever. bef;:e the militia reveived its
commiasiri from Governor WeNer. Two days after
31
commissioning the ;rcp in September 1859, Weller wrote to
Jarboe:
The information which I have re:ejved satisfies me
that there is •rJy a snail band of theze Inajans
engaged in :zar.itting cutiages upon the Whitez ad you
should be careful to discriminate between the innocent
and the guilty--an indiscriminate warfare against the
Ukah tribe coud not be justified by the facts now in
my possession.
In an October 1859 report to the Indian commissioner,









th:: -;i::zi:y, zathterin; : DC areciz.y a:: with whom
witho’it regard to age sex.”
4L::÷: attribtites the kron bathz of 1,14 luki after 1858
to •Jarboe’s Eel River Rangers aad other settlers’ raiding
“1
part jes •
In the case of the Yana Indians, who inhabited the
Sacramento River valley east of Redding, the populaticr.
i:,.: i.,.J a ea:5 fLc. 1,?’) to pcba1:ly
less than 100. The first recorded coatact with whites
cccared in 1846, and a series of massacL•n fe,wed. Sy
1S’S only a few members of the Yahi subg:oup of Yana
Indians, also known as the Mill Creeks, remained as the
last significant Yana population. Murders of whites were
the stated reascns for the killing of Yarsa, but according
to Yerad Jay Johnson, “the deaths of fewer than 5D























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































several expediti.Dns, ra.mberirsg respectively from
fifteen to thirty men, although fitted •Dut with an
express view to take sur.ma:y vengeance in theit
object; and even at the time when the troops under my
I command took the field, so bold had the Indians
I become, that they were extending their exploits,
:apine, murder--even into the intermediate
nei;hhz:hzc. 2f the :w.p cf the Le;ular tr::pa—-frct
ey seared t.z entertain nct t!.e sli;Ltest
aç&.-s::n f a:est Dr junishent. Kr.c. ;g these
Eats, 3:11 hsv:ng s’:ceeded in coflectin; tcgether as
I brave and effective a company of offictrs and men as
I any country could produce, most of them experienced3: radian hunters, I entered at once upon the th.ty,
ne fo:d sc very c!iffi:u t , tE enet:ating to
t:-.÷ :ey ta;r. cf th 33:a;es, with a vjew
•z:;u, aai if;:ssitle, -Id t!.e 2ouIstry forever of
the:z esence.
I Kibbe :eports that about 200 Indian men and one woman
were killed in the expeditions, and he praised the men of
Lis 9i:; f::- “their exalted ma;nazity in exempting women
ar$ :.i ldrer. fr:’t the z’. at;hter,” He reported that
j captured Indians were transferred to government
reservations,
-
Major G. L Fairies, in a etter to Corr.mtss:zner of
snda:: ffa:rs Thc:as •,;. dendr:cks, ;ves a somewi.at
diffe.-ent account of Kibbe’s expeditions. According to
Raines, Kibbe and his SD volunteers were responding at the
request of a Captain sell ani vLNrj’’r’_’. w: had been
attacking Indian ranches and killing indiscriminately. The
I group led by Kibbe
kill.ur.tzlJ aua,Le.. :.iLan , btt f::a’’_2 rhanged
• hei: tact and made prvisions and shi;pe to
!4t:::ino Reservaticr, some 350 Indians ot t:e, Kibbe
• navzng attained the gLory as was said of fnzshng tae




























I ziren h-v gr- ru- f
According to Anderson, :Kihbe “never captured a Mi I
Creek, or any other Indian wh: had ever caused the wh:tez
any trouble. “- :. ceuc: Ic :tror:s , Andercon reveals his
own appz:a-rh t:- :n$ian ::ght:n;.
I had of ten argued with [Hiram] Coo:d regarding the
disposition of the Indians. He believed in killing
every man or well -grown buy, but in I caving the women
unmolested in their mountarn retreats, It wa plain
t.o me that or- •must also get rid of the women.
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On the other hand there were, as noted accve, plenty
o: people wno saw an a:tr’ie tole for- whote.: rot el:m:::attng
the Indian. Some ret t’-a:s a: _vey s-:ught to be rid of the
an untrtrg: ards by suppor::ng such attaceson
--i4 L1tH--j.
35 ttu-tjfi they were nitsance
he:ng offered for India:: stalpa,
Earutess quotes the Red
new p amua Lee-n s—.::.op en o y cur net griDs:: -opposite
this place to c:hasoise the Indians for their many
nepredationscu :j the past winter. Sc-me men are
hit-ed tc- hunt. the::, w-:o are r-utompensed by receiving
tic muL:h for each scalp, or some other satis factory
evidence that. they h-ave bee-n kji led The ney has
eat: ken up by subscriptio:
In t tie May 12 18-6-1, t.il tion of the Marysvil is .r-peai , the
following item i-s- rep-tinted ft-cm the May P S-has-ta Herald:
The party whc sta::ed in pursuat of the :ndians who
committed the depredattons we noticed in cur last
issue, c-vert cut-k then. on Mill Creek, in Tsharr.a county,
and succeeded ±n ko I ling f out- of tb-lit number. Mr.
Waggoner reccvere-d hrs hors--a. but the rest of the
stolen animals had been boIled and eaten. A reetlng
of citizens was held a lay or two ago at Halie::gg’s
store, and mea:.re: taken o: raise a fund t: be
4,- r
botya:f- - s
confer with a meet ing to h hal C dorm; the week at
Antelope Th- :nstial steps he;e hen
rr z.. t-:z’-- 0a V<_j’’•’ -C ?;Z
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Theodora K Eerkeiey. 2961).
C H A P 7 £ R VIII
Analysis
The genocide of Indians during the early American
period in California deserves recognition alongside other
cases of genocide through history. In terms of numbers of
lives lost, the case obviously is not comparable in scale
to the loss of millions of Jews and others under the Nazis,
of one to two million Cambodians under the Khmer Rouge, and
of hundreds of thousands of Armenians under Turkey.
However, what happened in California in the mid-1800s
parallels those events in a number of important ways, all
of which point to a determination of genocide in the case
of the Indians of California, under the circumstances
described previously.
Theorists have outlined a number of preconditions
common to cases of genocide. One of those preconditions is
the reduced value of the victim group in the view of the
perpetrator group. According to Chalk and Jonassohn,
genocide is not possible as long as the potential victims
are perceived as people: “We have no evidence that a
genocide was ever performed on a group of equals. The
victims must not only not be equals, but also clearly
defined as something less than human,” Likewise, Jack
Nusan Porter notes that an important component of genocide
is the reduction of victims to the level of non_humans.&
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Zn a psychological analysis of the phenomenon of
genocide, Ervin Staub writes:
The most terrible of human capacity is that of
profoundly devaluing others who are merely different.
Often there is a reversal of morality, and killing
them comes to be seen as good, right, and desirabe.
In the course of all this, new group norms evolve, and
institutions are established in the service of
genocide or mass killing. The progression may occur
in a short time, although often intense devaluation
has aready developed by the time those who become the
perpetrators of genccide appear on the scene.:
Such devaluation is frequently found in genocides
;e:etrated against ir.digenous peoples, notes eo Kuper:
This is a common phenomenon, the equating of hunting
and gathering peoples with animals, and hunting them
down in the same way as animals . . The elaboration
of denigrating and justifying ideologies was an
intrinsic part of the colonizing process, and these
ideologies are often described as significant fact9rs
in the genocidal attacks against colonial peoples.’
Another precondition of genocide noted by Porter and
by Chalk and Jonassohn is the presence of bureaucracy.
According to Porter, bureaucracy is necessary for greater
efficiency in carrying cut genocide; Chalk and Jonassohn
see it as essential for overcoming “reluctance on the part
of most ordinary people ir. aE societies to carry out a
mass slaughter of defenseless victlrns.” However, Chalk
and Jonassohn state that there are exceptions to this
precondition “when the victim group is nu.’r.eri: y sal’.,
s.:h as the indigenous tribes WCi cut by colonial
settlers .‘
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Thus, the events in California reflect a certain type
of genocide, involving settlers versus indigenous peoples.
This type of genocide is among four kinds that Chalk and
Jonassohu distinguish according to the motives of the
perpetrators:
1) to eliminate a real or potential threat (e.g., by
the Tutsi in Burundi, the Pakistani government it.
Bangladesh, and the military in Indonesia);
tz s;read terror anon; real or potential enemies
:;enh:s flan in Europe and Asia, Shaka in Scutherr, Africa,
and the DSSR in the Ckraine;
3) to acquire economic wealth (numerous cases
resulting from European expansion in the Americas, Asia,
and Africa:; and
4 t :mplement a belief, theory. or an ideolzgy by
Turkey against Armenians, by Nazis in ?erz.ar.y, at:.! y F:’
Pat in Cambodia).
In the case of the California indians, the ;enocide
was of the third type, and the agent cf ger.ccide was the
settler, or private enterprise, with the ;ov÷tnment sharing
some responsibility. Because Chalk and Jonassohn limit
application of the term genocide to cases in which the
perpetrator is a state or other authority, they label
events in California during the American period genocidal
massacres.8 I believe that there is no need for such a
limitation on the use of the term, since it is the intent
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and the acts that form the basis of a determination of
genocide, not the authority, or lack of it, on the part of
the perpetrators. An officially sanctioned genocide is a
specific type of genocide, but not the only type.
Moreover, the UN convention on genocide includes “private
individuals” among parties subject to punishment for
genocide. Other groups identified by Chalk and Jonassohn
as being subject ; ;enocide of the third type include the
Herero of South West Africa (flow Namibia), from 1904 to
H07. and, more recently, some of the tribes of the
razillan Amazon.
Two kinds of action discussed by John H. Bodley in his
study of the causes of tribal population decline ate “wars
Qf extenrir.ation” and “punitive raids.” Bodley uses the
te:. war f extermination rather tha: genccide in his study
wthcut expiainiig why he avoids the label, but the raage
of :reater.t of indigenous peoples that he d:s:usses
ceary encompasses the phenomenon of genocide. According
to Eodley, the difference between punitive raids arid wars
is that punitive raids tend to be short punishments
for specific offenses committed by the natives and the
intent is merely to establish administrative control.
Wars, however, may involve protracted campaigns, often
for purposes of extermination or the forced removal of
native populations tha1 are not in themselves of
direct economic value.
Expeditions into the interior of California in the
later Spanish and Mexican periods would be appropriately
labeled punitive raids as defined by Bodley. In several
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such incidents, the Indians attacked were characterized as
“rebels” from the missions.10 Cook presents records of
expeditions against Indians during the Spanish and Mexican
periods in table form, and an examination of the listings
indicates that white-Indian fighting during those times was
ccncentrated in time and place. Moreover, the records
ini;ate nunerous eccasions when Spanish tr Mexican parties
were badly beaten by the Indians whom they ha a:ta:ked. in
ccn: ras: :c the largely one-sided fights in the American
per:od.
An incident that stands out is the 133 Mesa-Amador
expedtnn against the Sierra Miwok, in which 2DD :ndians
were reported massacred and 160 captured. According to
C:ok. this action by “two r.affians . . . waz .r.versay
c:ndew.r.ed and repudiated...:: Sy contrast, Deck’s table for
part zf the period, 1647 to 1863, (which list deaths ly
:tibe from what Cook calls “military opera:::r,s,” i::cud:n;
private expedjt:ons) indicates that heavy iea:h tzs
resi1ted from campaigns ccnicted cver a nimher cf years
against certain Indian groupz. The table Ltvea:s steady
activity against specific tribes including the luki, which
the table indicates suffered a reported 525 deaths from
military operations between 1853 and 1355. Oddly, the
table neglects to mention deaths from military activity for
the Porno in 1850, the year of the Clear Lake massacre*
Although this omission is perplexing, Cook’s tabulation is
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useful as a visual tool depicting patterns of campaigns
against certain California Indian groups.
Previous sections of this paper have shown that events
in California between 1848 and 1873 went beyond war,
punitive raids, and settler self-defense. Much evidence
reveals intent to exterminate, and resignation to its
inevitability. Settlers went beyond mass killing ir. their
persistent eff:rts be rid ;f Indian “varmints.” The use
of bunties and po:scn indicates that, for some settlers,
dst:nztions between :dians who posed actual threats to
safety and those who did not were net important.
the a:ts that constitute genoc:de under the UN
OQn’Jentier: on genocide are actual ki’.lia; and for:ie
:rar.sfe ch’.dren of erie grout to ar.ztht, with the
.;f iestrzyIr4, in whole or ifl part, a national,
ethnic, racial, or religious group. The ev:den:e clearly
shows that both type of acts were committed by Anglo
settlers against the indiar, of Da.rfornia.
Evidence of massacres, such as the ones which cocurred
at Clear Lake in 1850 and at Indian Island on Humboldt Say
in 1860, and of prolonged Indian-hunting campaigns,
including those in areas inhabited by Yuki and Yana
Indians, conclusively points to genocide. The intent of
many settlers involved was clearly stated and recorded at
the time. In 1860, william Frazier, elected lieutenant of
a volunteer company of forty men from Long Valley in
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Mendocino County, provided this account of an attack by the
group on an Indian rancheria:
we raft long ‘aiiey In ThC CVCflIflQ, ann travered on
u:ct:l w saw the for-c of ar. :ndoa rancherie
which rancherie we surrounded when Jay was
breaking, and waited until near sun up before we
attacked and killed twenty, consisting of bucks,
squaws, and children, and also took two squaws and one
chold, prisoners; thpse killed were all killed in
about three minutes -‘
to 1-tilier this event was typical of many
which the only offense of the ranoheros was the
f zrt une •ot being discovered. “There was no speoi tic
reason other than that the victims were :ndians. o beef
hors meat was found thece, “
The forcible transfer of children from one group to
another, a second act specified in the UN convention on
genocide, occurred through the practice of kidnapping,
which wac widespread in Cal i fornia between 1850 and 1863
Cook estimates that th’r number of children kidnapped:it
3.000 to 4,000. He says that the practice was tolerated
be;a.ze of the difficulty of p:ose:uting offenders, and
because
a large segment of public opinion held that the Indian
children were much better off as virtual s’aves on the
well-to-do and good Christoan atmosphere of the white
families than they would have been sufer:nc rosary
and starvatIon with their own parents.
art ode published on May :o, 135:0. reported the
The Pitt RiverS v’onteers have returned to Yreka
carrying with them a umer of children who were
presented to different families in that place. The
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Union says that some of them are bright little
specimens and no doubt will be of m,uch benefit to
those who raise and care for them.
According to Leo Kuper, the reference to the forcible
transferral of children in the UN Convention on Genocide
resulted from debate over including cultural genocide, or
ethnocide, as a crime under the convention. The reference
to the transfer of ‘:hildren, along with the use of the word
“ethnica?’ in the list of ;rcups ccvered by the convention,
were intended to extend protection to groups with
distinctive cuitires anguages. n the case of the
Indians .f ;alifcrnia, attitudes regarding the forcibe
transfer cf children :liustrate the :ow value that s:rne
Ar.gios placed on Indians as a distinct cultural group. The
a:: of kiinappng alone :ont;-:bted ::. the b:takdcwn ani
.iesttuc:acn of some adan ç:cups; the fact that parents
were sometimes killed so that :hdren scud be zezed
makes the kidnapping that ocnrred significant not :niy as
ethnccide--defned as acts ccrritted with intent to destrcy
a culture--but as a cctpnerst of the genocide zf :alifc:ria
Indians.
As discussed previously, the private enterprise nature
of the genocide in northern California is also found in
other genocides that involved settlers or comniercial
ventures versus indigenous peoples, such as the cases of
the Herero of what is today Namibia the tribes of the
Brazilian Amazon. In the case of the Ilerero, which is
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outlined in Chalk and Jonassohn’s collection of case
histories, the arrival of German colonists in what was
South West Africa initiated a strugge for c::troi of the
land. The Rererc, a rtr.agric tura. herdsman group,
;elted against German settlers in 1904, kiing more than
100 German soldiers ar1d settlers. A t.ajcr tzase cf the
revci: was the lack of rights afforded the Herere by the
e:tar.s, who “de&::ibed the Africans as baboons and tteatei
:rdiny.” The Herere were an;ered by ians to
move them to reservations, by intensified efforts tt. the
part of German traders to collect debts, and by “the
continued refusal of the courts to punish Germans for
raping and murdering Hereros.’s Following the revolt,
thousands of Herero died when additional troops and weapons
were brought in. Measures taken against the Hereto are
reported to have included the deliberate poisoning af water
holes.’- The Herero population declined from abDut 80,000
in 1904 to just 15,000 by 1911, largely due to killing in
cattles y erman troops, dff::ut work:ng or.d:taans ana
disease in prisons and labcr :arr.;s. and killir.a by patrols
er thirst in the desert.”
In the case of the :niians of Brazil, setters drawr.
Amatonia by la:.d. ;:li. an txe nave :ause the
L&a;pearance and decimation Df Indians :f
e;icn of the country. Chalk and Jonassohn surrsr.ar::e
events there:
in
The farmers and miners kill Indians who obstruct the
opening of the land, chase away the game or. which the
Indians depend for an important part of their diet,
spill toxic mercury from their gold ore separators
into rivers and streams, and infect the biologically
vulnerable :ndiar.a with diseases they have never
encDr.tered before.
the 19th and early Dth century, professicr.al Indian
hunters reprtedly kiEed t:itai peoples in Brazil; one
:ndian hatec is sa:i i:t tz have put strychnine in
dir.kin; water wells cE a ain;ang settlement in
?acc. •Dhaik and cnassakn warr. that if Brazilians do
not enforce new conservation policies, “the tragedy of the
Indians in the American West will be repeated aling the
banks of the Amazon.””
The intent of the settlers in the cases of the Indians
of Brazil and California may not immediately seem clear:
aggression against Indians is said to have begun because
the Indians were on land that settlers wanted, r, in the
case of California, because Indians had killed settlers or
stolen livestock, and not explicitly because they were
Indians. The key tc understanding both cases, hcwever, is
perceiving the evo tion zr iegeneratior. .zf the sittatior.
into a genocide. The devaluation of the lives of
indigenous peoples permitted this degeneration to happen;
£ett:ers ;;set by :rdiar. theft or harassment, crwho
believed that :r.dians repesente.i a threat or tazle
came to care less and less about distinguishing among those
who were guilty and those who were not.
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The role of government authorities in the genocide
experienced by California Indians is not entirely clear.
As stated previously, the events that occurred in
California can be identified as representative of a
particular type of genocide: genocide of indigenous
peoples for the acquisition of wealth. Within this
category, there have been cases in history in which
government authorities played a primary role as a
perpetrator of genocide, and some have argued that such was
the case in California. Jack Norton, a Native American who
has written about the experiences of the Indians of
northwestern California, unequivocally denounces the role
of government authorities: “The government of the United
States, as well as the various state, county, and municipal
governments have conspicuously developed and implemented
policies resulting in genocide being constantly practiced
against the native people.” By naming the government as
perpetrator, Norton expresses a view of events that neatly
fits Chalk and Jonassohn’s general model of genocide.
In the case of the California Indians, however,
evidence of a direct, overt government role in committing
genocide is lacking. The main actors in the case
indisputably were settlers who, on their own initiative,
took measures to eliminate the Indian population. The
government did not coerce them to fight Indians; they
clearly chose their own courses of action.
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This is not to say that government authorities had no
role whatsoever in setting up conditions which contributed
to the hardships faced by California’s indigenous
population and which may have even encouraged abuse of
Indians. The 1850 Act for the Government and Protection of
Indians legislated racial differentiation in California by
limiting the legal recourse of Indians and providing an
official sanction for treating Indians differently than
whites. Meanwhile, the state subsidized scores of military
campaigns by volunteer groups in which Indians were often
killed indiscriminately.27
Federal authorities chose to reject 18 treaties,
drafted in 1851 and 1852, despite pleas for passage from
Indian agents who viewed the reservations as essential not
only for the protection of settlers but for the protection
of Indians as well. California Superintendent of Indian
Affairs Edward F. Scale reported in May of 1852 that he saw
no course of policy other than the ratification of the
treaties to secure the peace and friendship of the Indians,
and he specifically mentioned the need to protect the
Indians on the reservations.8 The rejection of the
treaties, largely as a result of the perception that the
land to be set aside was too valuable to cede, represented
a major setback in the efforts of some government officials
to protect Indians from settler encroachment.
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The actions of some government officials were indeed
part of the genocide of :ndians in California, but their
behavior does not necessarily implicate the U.S. government
as an institution. United States Army Brevet Capt. Lyons
and those under him bear responsibility for the 1850 lear
take zassacre in ahich at least 135 Porno were killed
indistriminately. Round Vafley Reservation supervisor
James Short, a political appointee of President Lincoln.
was implicated in a massacre that occurred at the
resrvaton in August 1862. At that time, at least 23
Indiar.s were killed in an attack on sleeping Wailaki. One
settler was killed, and one wounded. The testimony under
oath of a settler involved in the massacre, James l4cHenry,
reads as follows:
There were about 27 or 28 of us. It was before day.
suppose Capt. Short knew about it. . .
.
tcaptai:.
5hLtJ said he did not see the ue of men going into
the mountains to hunt Indians when they were in here
on the Reservation. . . . He said they were coming in
without families, and he thought they were coming in
for no good. About ICC had :ome it.. Re said that
;aced in the pos:tin he was, he did not like tD
sanction any acS, but he thought something ought to be
done with then. -;
The impulse to eliminate the Indians is most clearly
evident at the local leveL The extreme :ourses of action
taken by residents have beer. dis:ussti at lengtb in this
paper. They in:lude the establishment of vigilance
committees and the organization of volunteer parties for
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Indian raiding expeditions, and the raising of money to pay
bounties fot Indian scalps.”
The relatively benesolent approach to the Indians on
the part of the federal government compared with actions
taken at the local level is discussed in an editorial
published
in the San Francisco Bulletin on September 1,
1856;
The policy of the government of the United States when
sincerely acted upon and carried out is really
benevolent, and the desire of those having the
74 direction of Indian affairs at Washington, is
• ostensibly to protect the Indians, and assist and
er.øzrage them while acc’istomnig themselves to the new
• habits and nzies of living which are fr:e& .pzn them,
iy th :or,:i:a.al and rapid encroachments of their
white neighbors upon their ancient hunting grounds.
But whIle suca feelings may influence the authorities
at Wathington, arid ever govern the actions of all
a;entsof the government who deal directly with
t:. :n.Iia:.s, a very different sort of desites appear
t. infl:;ence a large potior. of the i:.habtants of our
border districts. With them every inconvenience the
result of contact of the two races is to be remedied
only by driving the red men back or by
extermination.
Of
course, at all three levels--federal, state, and
local--there were sharp differences of opinion over how
Indian-white relations should be handled. In letters to
newspapers, residents frequently expressed their dismay at
what they considered unwarranted attacks a;air.st Indians.
the January 21, 13cc San Francisco Bulletin, one reader
w:cte t: the edit.:r
I see that Mr. KibLe--! am tired of calling him
“General”--styles his expeditions a war!! I would
like to know how marty guns or rifles he found among
the Indians. When McElroy’s body was found, he had a
bullet hole through his head. If Kibbe was well
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posted he would kr1w there is a heap of white Indians
around.
As a taxpayer--and I have been one for five
years--i sincerely hope that such gross injustice wit:
* not be committed as to call upon the people of
:alifcrr.ia to meet the expenses cf such a “war.” When
:: California get rid of her great “generals”?”
Therefore, in identifying those responsible for
genocide against the Indians of California, it would be
u:.fair to place the blame on government as a whole, or on
0 all settlers. The parties responsible for genocide ir.
Cai !zzria were some sett’ers and officials, with
government authorities setting up conditions that were
favorable for the pursuit of genocidal activities.
All of this is not to say that Indians had never
murdered or stolen. Indians, just like the Anglos, were
cajdb.e of hostility towards each other and to outsiders.
mlimn scouts sometimes accompanied whites on expeditions
against other Indians.J The use of Indian assistance by
whites does not detract from a findin’ of genocide,
however. During the Nazi Holocaust--for zany, the genocide
cy whtch afl genocides are measured--some Jews were kept
ahve to work in the camps.
In northeastern a:ifornia, Modocs alarmed by the
arrival of settlers--who entered their territory from the
east cnthe App!e;ate rail--a:.i by rmerzus attacks t÷;ar
a canpaagn against t:e nflQ33. Athcugh the majority of
older Modocs are said to have advised a patient and
cautious approach to the whites, those eager to drive away
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the settlers held sway. In later days, Hodoc Chief
Schonchin commentei r. the conflict: “I tk;ht. if we
killed all the white men we saw, that no more would come.
We killed all we could; but they came mote and more, like
new grass ii spring.?.t The remark poses tro.±lin;
questions; it seems to parallel genocidal sentiments made
by Ar.glcs and raises the possibility that, given the right
circumstances (e.g., better weapons, alliances with other
India:.. ;rcups the !4odocs zr.i;ht hae pirs’.ed a ;er.:cide
ait whites.
In 1832, an tntiLe wagon train of 36 emigrants was
kille at !‘.DoJy ?zitt. a site favored by Modoos fer attack
and siege. That same year, however, a company of 21
r...:te1 ciilia ftc Y:ek, led by Ben Wr.;ht, artshed
48 Modocs whom Wright had invited to his camp to discuss
making a treaty. Dr. the fifth day of talks, Wri;ht had
bevzze ccr.vinced that his group faced the choice of “kill
or be killed,” and he instructed his men to watch for his
si;nal. During a discussi3 with the Indians, Wright
suddenly opened fire. Only ten Indians were able to
escape.
In his account of Hodoc-Anglo hostilities, William
New.3ll Davis notes the disparity of views that existed
withiz both the Indian and anglo cczcsr,r.ities when it caite
to dealing with the other:
Bad and irresponsible members of both races often
controlled the collective reputation of each in the
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eyes of the other. A w:zn cozitted against them by
a lawless white man :ed the Indians t a blanket
distrust of the entire white race. The act of an
unruly ‘savage’ hurtful to the whites brought a
wholesale indictment of all Indians as ‘varmints’ and
devis,’ and often led to indiscriminate retaliation
against.,the first Indians come on, innocent or
guilty.
The majority of contemporary commentators note that
hostilities between California Indians and Anglos generally
occurred when whites attacked natives in response to the
loss of animals such as hcrses, pigs, or cows. It is often
mentioned in the accounts of contemporary eyewitnesses that
Indians faced the :h3ice of stealing or starving; when
In3ia; stole, they were subject to virious retaliation by
parties cf settle;:. A:. article in the May 31, 1856,
edition of the Sa:rs..:ento :ai:y Union described the
The Indian war is defunct. The whole matter has been
a ccwaLdly farce, the threatening legi;r.s of Indians
turning out to be but 100, seeking refuge in a brush
from the rowdies, who, on the least occasion, delight
in the sport of shooting them.
As in all cases of this kind, the fault has been
with the whites. The herds of cattle said to have
been stampeded turn out to be a single calf taken to
supply the deficiency of meat during an Indian feast.
Retaliation, of a brutal character, or this triflir;
offense, coated all the disturbance.
In 1860, a joint cczmittee of the California
legislature traveled thr :u;!. Mendocino County, ir.vludi:.;
Petal.:::,, Dlcverdale, t”kiah, and Round Valley, to
investigate the condition of the Indians there. The
Majority Report, issued by four of the five members of the
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committee, could describe the situation of Indians in mazy
parts of the state:
A The march of civilization deptives the Indian of his
hunting grounds and other means of subsistence that
nature has so bountifully provided for him. He
naturally looks at this as an encroachment of his
rights, and, either from motives of revenge, or what
is more likely in California, from the imperious and
pressing demands of hunger, kills the stock of the
settler as a means ‘f subsistence, and in consequence
thereof, a war is waged against the :ndian, with its
crei, inhuman revenge, rapine, and
rder, whi:h we are sorry, from the evidence beore
us, to be compelled by some few .f zur citi:enz*
The Minority Re::t, y sole dissenter J. 3. .amar,
•;hairmai: of th.t committee, asserts that the Indians of the
region
were treacherous and bloodthirsty, and it defends
the settlers’ actions.4
W.H. Erer, a member of the Geological Survey of
C3::fornia, wrote in 1fl:
There are nc “:r.3:r t:c$es” at vari:.z pa:es iii
the upper &art of the state--whitq men nurdere, etc.,
troops are out--and as yet have not heard a single
intelligent white mar, express any opn_on but that. the
whites are vastly more t: bame than the Indians.
An issue that arises when considering human rights
issues
in earlier times is presentism. In reviewing this
case,
current readers may wonder if it is presentistic to
label as genocide cases that predate adoption of the UN
ccr4;ention or genocide. Dnly the label is rerent, however.
The phen:renon of genocide can be trace t: antiquity.
Moreover, in the case of the California Indians, it is
:ear that contemporary opinion distinguished genocidal
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activities from war, and that hLnaa ri;hts abuses were
cause for cutrage.
Authors •Df accounts from mid-ISOOs California
recognized that what was happening was atrocious under the
prevailing moral standards, and many spoke out against such
treatment. Indeed, it is not unusual to see the term
“:rime against humanity” applied to what was happer.in;, as
in exps be. The awareness was there, even
tho’çh t:e 1ai.eI :ir.;:in; the events to phenomena found
£t..__._t. i.: —. .
— V 4 •apw_ae .&c_.
I The practice of kidnapping India; children clearly was
viewed
by many as an affront to humanity. Indian Agent
14.?.
Dote wrote in the 1361 Report of the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs:
:n the frontier pcrticas of Hunb:ldt and Men:cin:
o’.anties a bane :f ÷s;erate men have carried :n a
system of kidnap;in; fvr two years past. indian
:hildren were seized ana carried into the lower
:ounties and sold ir.tc virtual savery. These :rimes
against humanity s: ezcited the Indians that they
bçar4 to :etaiiate by killing the cattle of the
whites. At once an order was issued to chastise the
guilty. Under this indefinite order a company of
United States troops, attended by a considerable
volunteer force, has been pursuing the poor creatures
from one retreat to another. The kidnappers follow at
the heels of the soldiers to seize the children, when
their parets are murdered, and sell them to the best
advantage.
In the U.S. Senate in 1’3D, 3urin; debate over a
measure that wc.H transfL .-jntrci of Indian affairs to
t state of alifcrni3, zenatcrz exprezse shczk at
reports of attacks against the Indians of California.
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Several newspaper accounts of Indian massacres, including
the
one at Humboldt Say that same year, were read into the
record
at the request of Sen. Henry Wilson of
Xssachusetts. Afterwazds, Wilson remarked:
I w iaformed by :fficers of the Army that it is a
fact which they k:.ow to be true, that Indians are
hunted down in some portions of the State of
California; that old bucks, as they are called, are
killed, and the :hidren taken and disposed of, and in
certai. cases scll as slaves. I am informed by an
officer of the Army who has served in California, and
is now in this city, that he has seen these very
children who are thus held. Sir, the abuses that have
been perpetrated upon the Indians of California are
shocking to humanity, and thi Governrr.ent owes it to
itself to right their wrongs.
5÷. Xi’t:r, Latham of California responded that the
• :;rc,ittee of the California egisature, thi:!. he said had
bee:. ;;ci:.ted “to go to Humboldt Bay, or Mendocino County,
I
d.’ not recollect which,” had determined that the
newspaper
accounts were greatly exaggerated.44 In fact,
t:-. committee’s majority report included the following
statement regarding actions against Indians in Mer.dcci:z
C’unty:
We are unwilling to attempt to dignify, by the term
“war,” a slaughter of beings, who at least possess the
human form, and who make no resistance, and make no
attacks, either on the perscr. or residence of the
citizen.45
P Thus, although the concept of genocide had not yet
btt. ft.l’y nti:’:lated as it wculd be follcwir; the
Rolcaust, those who ir.discriminatei kile•i Indians in
:aIif:rnia arid those whc forcibly removed Ir.diar. chfldren
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were viewed as having transgressed contemporary standards
of human behavior.





cen:lude th3 , if the evidence :f ge-:ride is reliable
in applying the label whenever such
phenorzena occur Mor cover , such application is long
overcu zn many cases, they say. Since the late Middle
Ages. authors write, genocide has increasingly been
viewed as inconsistent woth the values -of human society:
This in;nsistencv has oulted until recently in what
we have cal led the collective denial of the prevalence
of genocidal events; that 15, the ignoring of these
events in- historical reporting, or their giosng over
by the use of vague or ambiguous terminology,
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C H A P T F
‘en::ide has occurred since ancient times and has
happened various regions :f the world. The evidence
p:ezented here demonstrates that genocide occurred in the
Thited States :ust over a hundred years a;:.
iopli:ati::.s :f the ::nfli:t between American
era and the indigenous peop leo of Cal iforna were
dles: to many contemporary orservers. The 1861 editorial
in the San Francisco Bulletin, quoted prevoously, describes
:tuation in a way that reveals awareness of the nature
of events.
Certainly, by 1861 humankind had confronted the fact
that people are capable of brutal, senseless killing; that
::uil:ans f:equently die as a consequence of war; and that
p:2.en*ocs and incurable, chronic illness could wipe out
;e:ati;ns. In California, observers distinguished a
specific kind of mass death, a type of killing that shocked
humanity by its deliberate indiscriminate quality, its one
sidedness, and its tendency to become systematized. All of






_--‘- -c -- - ‘l -C —.._-,-_a : •nC aLt
numanrty, rencers rt rmposs:oie to abstarn from frequent
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reference to this crying evi’.e harrible butchery
which is rapidly beccmir.; an crgani:ed system.”
The word3 suggest an uncomfortable American parallel
to genocides that occurred long ago in distant places, and
to more recent massacres that are suspected of being
genocidal in nature, but of which there either is not
nough knzwr. or which society has yet to be persuaded
steff.e fr::; ;enccidal intent (most recently ar.on; the
Kurds in Ira;, and in the so-called “ethnic—:leazzing” in
Eosr.ia
The UN Convention on Genocide is as close to a
standard tool as now exists for considering the phenomenon
as it occurred in different times and places. The rossible
applications of the concept have not been fully explored in
nany :aes hi:h warrant fr:her study. This zeti:ence may
1:. part e t.e result cf frequent misap;!iaticr of the
term, such as those instances listed by Jack ?h&sn Porter:
‘race-mixing’ (integration of blacks and non-blacks);
drug distribution; methadone programs; the practice of
birth control and abortions among Third World people;
sterilization and ‘Mississippi appendectomies’ (tubal
ligations and hysterectomies); medical treatment of
Catholj.cs; the closing of synagogues in the Soviet
Union.
It is essential for researchers to treat genocide as a
rnean:ngful term describing a specific phenomenon.
:asisting on a rigorous, strictly limited definition of
;:cide, howe.’er . r.tcessar:ly eliminates situations that
fall into gray areas. The enormous loss of life ar4d
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injustice experienced by rurnetous indigenous peoples and
minority populations seets tc. call fc: assignment of blame,
but a general indictment of Euzopean colonial powers for
genocide does little to clarify or resclve anything.
Rather than relying on genccide as a general term of
accusation for mistreattent c: oppressic, it is of r.ore
use tc ackn.zwed;e that some cases of mass death, or even
discriminatory racial &iLCy, which do not meet a strict
definition of genocide still raise important questions.
The California Indians were not subject to direct,
indizcriminate slaughter under the Spanish, but they
certainty suffered and their numbers declined sharply after
the Spanish arrived. Why, given the centuries of
experience that the Spanish had with indigenous peoples,
did Spanish missionaries continue to pursue the policy of
aggregating Indians at missions even as the Indians were
dying This is a topic worthy of ancther paper.
$.ls: deserving further study is the :ndian slave trade
in Dalifornia during the Ameri:an per:od. While not of
itself an act of genocide, it is a perplexing anomay,
since California was zfficiay a free state. ?s.
examination of the czi;ins and extent of this pra:ti:e
wou ! be a valuable contribution to our unde:standin of
the kerican frontier and of Zalifcrnia history.
Identifying genocide in a case study does not entirely
resolve the problem of understanding just why such things
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happen. In his study of the origins of genocide, Ervin
Staub cites difficult life conditior,s, such those that
might have been experienced on the frontier, as factors
that can generate psychological changes and motives that
turn one group of people against another. “The
per;et;at:rs change, as ir.di’:iduals and as a group, as they
progress along a contiraum of destruction that ends in
genocide. The behavior of bystanders can inhibit or
facilitate this evoution.” Staub observes that genocide
4 arises from a pattern, not a single source: “The outcome
of this eluti a-id t÷ ir..ediate :ase f th er,ocide
is th:A e:petra:ors :zrne to believe either that the
victims have something they want or (mcre likel:) stand in
the way of scr.ethir; teywant.t Hc:tility zy some
d members of a group, often its response to repression or
violence against them, is scmetimes viewed as justifirati:::4 for attempts to exterminate the whole group. according to
Staub.’ In presenting his ideas, Staub focuses on the
Holocaust, the Turkish genocide of the Armenians, ger.:cide
in Cambodia, and mass killing in Argentina, but hi
analysis clearly has appl::atjcns for the case of the
( California Indians as well.
Recognition that genocide, as c!.fi:ed tb ough the UN
Don’se:.±:. crDe-c:j1e, was amcng :r:se of the ine of
the Amet-icars Indian population is essential to a full
awatness of the ori;i..s and history of the United States.
— S
Although genocide was nzt a primary cause of the indigenous
demographic collapse, it was a significant cause of decline
for some distinct Indian groups. In California, it had a
I decisive impact on the survival of some Indian groups, such
I as the Yuki and the Yahi-Yana. The phenomenon as it
occurred in the United States should not be belittled
merely because other factors, mainly disease, took a
greater tcfl the ::.diar pcpulation than cutright
kifling. The ;e:.ccide of the :3ians :f n:rttern
Da’.ifornia t the hands of Axeri:an settlers needs to be
A acknowledged and explored further, just as other ;enocides
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